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:EA Ad s Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

MAY 18 )087

Honorable Philip R. Sharp
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Energy and Power

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 26515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of March 27, 1987, regarding the
General Accounting Office (GAO) report entitled "Status of DOE's
Nuclear Waste Site Characterization Activities.". In your letter
you express concern over the extent of the Department of Energy's
(DOE) interaction with States, Indian Tribes, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC).

The Department recognizes the importance Congress placed on the
role of consultation and cooperation between DOE and the States,
Indian Tribes, and KRC in siting a geologic repository pursuant
to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). We are committed
to fulfilling all requirements and provisions outlined by the
NWPA for consultation, cooperation, and interaction with States,
Indian Tribes, the NRC, and the general public. It is our policyK> to optimize such interactions and to establish routine
opportunities for meaningful exchange.

With particular regard to the site characterization planning
process, our policy is clearly stated in Chapter 5, "Plans for
Consultation," of the DOE Headquarters Plan for SCP Manaqement
(copy enclosed). This document directs that States and Indian
Tribes will have access to Site Characterization Plan (SCP)
related information' at various stages of SCP development; that, as
a main vehicle of interaction, States and Indian Tribes will be
notified of all technical meetings between the Department and the
NRC, provided with meeting materials, and invited to participate
in discussions; that States and Indian Tribes will be sent draft
copies of SCP chapters and sections for their .review; that their
concerns will be evaluated and considered during the SCP-prepara-
tion process; and that Headquarters and Project Office personnel
will be available at State request to present site-specific
briefings to States and Indian Tribes. It should be noted that
copies of the Nevada SCP chapters 1-7 and the Hanford SCP
chapters 1-5 have recently been provided to the States, Indian
Tribes, and the NRC, and that drafts of sections of chapter 8 of
both reports are nearing readiness for similar distribution.
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The Department fully endorses the need for effective coordination
with the NRC. We believe that regular interactions are crucial
to the success of our mission, and we invite the attendance and
participation of States and Indian Tribes in these interactions.
Since February 1985 the Department has had six major public
meetings with NRC on SCP-related topics alone. These included a
meeting on the Annotated Outline for Preparation of Site
Characterization Plans (February 13, 1985), two meetings on
performance allocation (April 17, 1985, and September 26-27,
1985), two meetings on the level of detail to be contained in the
SCPs versus supporting documents (October 29-30, 1985, and
May 7-8, 1986), and a meeting on the Issues Hierarchy and Issue
Resolution Strategy (March 3-4, 1987). Other Meetings have been
held with the NRC on such topics as quality assurance, explora-
tory shaft design, repository conceptual design, seismo-
tectonics, and large-scale hydrologic testing. Additional
meetings are being scheduled in the near-term to discuss topics
including accident dose limits, engineered barrier systems
issues, performance confirmation, waste package strategy, and
additional information on exploratory shaft design and seismo-
tectonics. A table showing tentative meeting dates and topics
projected over the next 6 months is enclosed for your informa-
tion. As mentioned previously, States and Indian Tribes are
notified of these meetings and have participated actively.
Suggestions made by the representative of the State of Texas at
the May 7-8, 1986, meeting resulted in preparation and distribu-
tion of letter reports identifying the ongoing site characteriza-
tion activities at the two Federal sites and outlining how those
activities were being integrated into the characterization
program described in the SCPs. We would welcome the attendance
of your representatives at these meetings. You may learn the
exact time, location, and details of upcoming meetings by calling
my staff or by contacting the recorded telephone message at
202-479-0487.

In your letter you refer to a memorandum dated July 25, 1986,
discussing the high priority of SCP-related activities. This
memorandum was written in response to a request from the Nevada
Project Office for guidance in prioritizing and responding to
multiple, resource-intensive requests for interactions that
competed with a focused effort to prepare a preliminary draft of
the Nevada site SCP for State, Indian Tribe, and NRC review.
Because of the importance of the SCP* as program planning
documents and their role in directing site characterization and
focusing the Department's allocation of resources, those
activities related to completion of the'SCPs, including consulta-
tion, interaction and information exchange with States, Indian
Tribes, and the NRC, were believed to be of paramount importance.
Considering the extensive interactions on the SCP prior to July
1986, including public hearings held as earlyfas March 1983 on the
scope of SCPs, and activities planned before we published the
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plans for formal comment, we determined last summer that issuing
a SCP for the Nevada site would be the best next step in the
consultation and cooperation process. The July 1986 memorandum
should be viewed in that context. Moreover, as reflected in a
supplemental memorandum dated August 4, 1986, just 10 days
later, we reiterated the importance of and encouraged interaction
with States, Indian Tribes, and the NRC on the SCP, identified a
minimum set of specific points in time and vehicles for such
interaction, -and requested the Project Office to continue to work
to develop a definitive interaction plan.

Regarding the Subcommittee's concern on the quality assurance
(QA) problems cited in the GAO report, the problems were not
discovered by GAO,. but rather by DOE. DOE, in response to QA
problems of various contractors, issued stop work orders
until the quality problems could be corrected. The very
discovery by DOE of these problems, and the steps taken by DOE to'
correct them, are evidence that DOE's QA program is working.
Most of the work stoppage was due to lack of an adequate QA
program, lack of implementing procedures, or a failure to
document the required level of quality for the work being
performed. Most of the stop work'orders have now been lifted.
DOE and its contractors continue to strive to perform work of
good quality and to properly document the accomplishment of the
work in accordance with written procedures.

In conclusion, the Department remains committed to full and open
interactions with States, Indian Tribes and the NRC and to
ensuring that all requirements of the NWPA for consultation and
cooperation are met. If we may be of further assistance, please
do-not hesitate to contact me.

* - Sincerely,

n C. Rusche, Dir r
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

Enclosures

. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Department of Energy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

Office of Geologic Repositories ,
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March 27, 1987

Mr. Benard Rusche
Director
Office of Civil Radioactive
Waste Management

Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

I am enclosing a copy of a report by the General Accounting Office,
entitled "Status of DOE's Nuclear Waste Site Characterization Activities." The

- report provides a status report on characterization activities and highlights
current and potential problems.

The report identifies a significant problem in the Department's interac-
K..> tions with States, Indian tribes, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

failure to consult and cooperate with the States and Indian tribes has been a
recurring problem with the waste program. The Nuclear Waite Policy Act (NWPA)
is explicit on the requirement for full cooperation and consultation. However,
the GAO report provides evidence of Department efforts to avoid the letter and
spirit of the law.

A July 25, 1986, memorandum cited in the GAO report, to Nevada project
managers from Donald Alexander, Chief of the Technology Branch, states:

DOE-EQ believes that meeting the agreed upon December date
for issuance of the NNWSI Project SCP is of a higher priority
than interactions with the State/Tribes or the NRC..

The memorandum continues with advice to strictly limit interactions to
those that honor specific agreements and requires advance headquarters approval
for all meetings. There is nothing in the NWPA which establishes such a
priority, nor is it clear that such limitations in interaction are productive.
To the contrary, the limitations established by your headquarters appear
contrary to the spirit of the NWPA, particularly sections 117 and 118.

The use of the need to meet scheduling deadlines as. a pretext for limiting
interaction with States and Indian tribes is not new. Ironically, the Depart-
ment has ignored deadlines vben it suits its ova purposes. For example, subse-
quent to the memorandum, the Department proposed a five-year delay in the com-
pletion of the first repository. Last year the Departa'ent cited scheduling

0/009I
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Mr. Benard Rusche -2- Harch 27, 1987

deadlines in refusing to extend the public comment period on draft area
recommendation reports for the second repository, then shortly thereafter uni-
laterally suspended its ovn work. I urge you to reconsider these recurring
efforts to limit interaction, and to encourage, not limit, consultation and
cooperation. Any requirement for headquarters approval of meetings with
States. Indian tribes, or the NRC should be lifted.

Similarly, the Department's efforts to limit interaction with the NRC may
prove to be counterproductive. Since the Department must ultimately receive a
license for the repository, it would appear particularly important to resolve
technical issues at an early stage. Otehrvise, years of work could prove to be
useless if DOE characterization activities do not meet NRC criteria.

The GAO report also highlights several other potential problems, including
quality assurance. The Subcommittee would appreciate from you a report on
quality assurance problems and your efforts to improve quality assurance
activities.

The Subcommittee also velcomes your views on other matters raised in the
report, along with a description of steps taken to remedy the problems. Please
provide these comments by April 27. 1987.

L' 0 An' D'D Fe~~~~~~~, z/ Cha an

PRSAds

Enclosure



THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
WAS)'INGTCN 0 C

May 11, 1987

Dear Governor Sununu:

Thank you for your letter of March 30, 1987,
transmitting comments on the Department of Energy's
draf- kmenend.-en: to the Mission Plan for the CIviliaU-
Radioactive Waste Management program.

I appreciate your personal participation in this
matter and the time and effort that the State of New
Hampshire put forth in reviewing and preparing comments
on the draft Amendment. We have received approximately
fifty letters offering comments on the draft, and the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management is in
the process of reviewing and considering them. You have
my personal assurance that your comments will receive
full consideration. A comment response document will
accompany the Amendment to the Mission Plan when it is
submitted to Congress this summer.

As the nuclear waste repository program moves
forward in the years to come, the active participation
by the States, affected Indian Tribes and other interested
parties will continue to play a valuable role, ,and we
look forward to working with you and your colleagues.

Yours truly,

John S. Herrington

Honorable John H. Sununu
Governor of New Hampshire
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

I
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OF.-iC_ OF THrE GOV.ERN;OR

ST.r HOUSE CONCORD. NEW. NA'IPSHiRE Fl0 3

JCz^J S~IJUNt^4
GcdEs4Cs March 30. 1987

The Eonora'le Jo-h- S. er rington
Secrectar of Enelrg
U.S. De-a-:-e-t of Energy-

Dear Sec:etary rezrington,

.his letter for:ally transmits the comments of the State of New Ea=pshire on
the Department of Energy's Draft Mission Plan Amendment (DOEJ/R'-0l28, January
1987).

Along with the specific comments on what is contained in the Draft Amendment.
it is essential to emphasize two points concerning New Hampshire's position on
any future second repository search. The first point is 'that New Hampshire
remains firmly opposed to the consideration of any cite in the State as a
possible high-level waste repository. The sound techbical reasons for this
position are well documented in the State's response to the DOE Draft Area
Recomnendation Report. Any of our comments on the Draft Mission Plan
Amendment should not be construed to suggest that thn State is wavering from
this position in any way.

The second point is that, in the event that DOE resumes the Crystalline
Repositor7 Program at any point in the future. New lfamhire's outstanding
comments on the Draft Area Recommendation Report must be responded to
satisfactorily before DOE goes any further in the site evaluation process.
Those comments present several reasons for removing the potential site in New
Eampshire from further consideration; it should not be possible for DOE to
circumvent or ignore these comments before renewing aite-specific work on a
second repository.

New Eampshire's comments on the Draft Mission Plan Amenzmeqt focus on how the
Amendment affects the future of anv repository program that might consider a
site or s:tes in the State. Cur com-ent, are also intenced to provide
cons; _::i:e crit:cis- on the c-eraZ high-leere: waste =anagenent e-c:....
major points c. our ccn=ents are as folicws:

* The release and presentacion to Congress of the Draft Mission Plan A-end=ert
has been unnecessaril confusing.

* DOE's intentions regarding Congressional review of the Mission Plan
Amendment should have bee; c easry articulated in the Dr^f: Amendnent and in
a-v re`ated =ateria: released by COE pertaining to the revieJ peocesw.

* ._e declining projec:ions of waste generation cer:ain!. push back the time
when a second repository might be needed. and indeed they su3gest that it
ca, never be necessary. In ligh: of these projections. a d g tve h e
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serious f:aw.s of t'e forner C.ysta'i;-.e Pepos:.o- PF;og:a=. New Hampshire
supports t.he dec sion to postpone site-specific work on a Second hig-ee'
waste repository as a first step towards a more realistic approach to high-
level. waste canagement.

* P.ecogni:-ing the possibility that future circu=stances may lead to a renewed
search for a second repository. New Eampshire recommends that DOE use the
'M.ission Plan A-end-ent as the vehicle to co=mit to abandoning the former
Crystalline Repositor7! Program and caking a fresh start with any future
secon_ reposito.y ceserch This fresh start shou'd make eppropriate use o:
t--e infcr=atic C cP tained by the gener c technica: 6studes, it should =ake

use cf a:: re'e.an: te':h---ca_ . - -: a rea :v :ei:b._
the s:a:es. tr -_e a na ci: =e-s. s, s..c_:_ _ :. -C;- :

'ear:.ed :.rc= t.e firs: t--v.

* oE_ should commit to providing states, tribes tnd other interested
parties the opportunity to review and comment on all phases of non-site-
szeci'_c work for a second repository.

* The contingency plans presented in the Drafet Mission Plan Amendment are
woefully inadequate. The repository prog'ram could benefit significantly
from detailed contingency plans that address a number of potential problems,
including but not limited to DOE's plans in the event of Congressional
reection of the Mission Plan Amendment.

* The discu'ss'on of future second repository siting strategies is very
disturbing and suggests that decisions have alreadv beer. made. New
Hampshire would like to see written assurances in the Mission Plan
Amendment that no decisions regarding a second repository siting strategy
have been made prematurely and that there will be an open discussion of the
options before making any such decisions.

* New Hampshire is pleased to see that DOE is finally, acknowledging special
socioeconomic impacts associated with repository development that were not
anticipated nor addressed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We concur with
the recommendation that Congress may wish to cohsider providing
additional financial assistance to address these impaktt. We also suggest
that DOE and Congress should go one step further by acknowledgjng and
prcvid5ing financial assistance to address the socioeconomic impacts
associated with various stages of the site evaluation process for a
repository.

a:z-reciate this opportunit-Y for the State c. Ne-; Hanshie to cc--ent c- t:e
DCE Draft Mi ssion Plan Amend=ent. I look forward 5o a response to te-ese
co=ments and f'1' considera:ion of th.e in preparation of the fina! Yission
Plan Amendment.

Sincel-e :,

hn P. Sununu /

Attac.:_ent Governor

I
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COMTS OF TE STATE OF NE2; AsMPSHaI
on the

DOE DRAI: MISSION PLAN AK_-Ldf (DOE/EW-0128, Januar7 1987)

A. General Cc=euts

1. Con!'sion Over Recuired Congressional Action - Section 30C of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (U11WPA) requIres the Depar::en; of Energy (ICC_
to submit a Mission Plan to Congress that outlines how rCE pIans to
carry out t.e varzous provisions of the 11WPA. Secticn 301(b)(3) sa','s
th-az "t-he =_ss-on pla' s:-a: be used b:: t:-e Secretanr at the e-^ c- t-e

' --: C: c ca..e-s:er C2-'s .'_:::wr^-e- C s :-^ a
by the Cc.onress." When ECC su--otte: t.e cr-. i -na sr .--:a-. t:
Conaress -n 1985, th-s is the procedure that Was fo:lowed. --ere was nc
speci'ic Congressional action on the Plan. After 3C days. DOE began
following the program that it outlined. The NWA is silent, hcwever,
regarding any amendments to the Mission Plan, making it uncl'ear just
exactly what Congressional response is required 'when this Amendment is
formall7 submitted. Into this uncertainty steps DOE with the Draot
Amendment - and instead of trying to clarify the situation, they manage
to thoroughly confuse everyone.

The Draft Mission Plan Amendment provides no direction to Congress - or
to anyone e.se reviewing the document - on what DOE perceives as
appropriate Congressional action. There is nothing in the Amendment
itself; Secretary Rerrrington's prepared testimony in presenting the
Draft Amendment to Congress shed no light on the question; and even
letters -sent to the former second repository states fill shor: of saying
what Congressional response DOE is looking for regarding the decision to
delay the second repository program. The only ivdication we have of
DOE's position comes from Secretary Xerrington's response to some ver7
direct questioning by a House subcommittee. At that time he suggested
that unless Congress specifically endorses the Amendment DOE will resume
site-specific work on a second repository sometime this year. This
statement, however, still leaves several questions unanswered. For
example, does endorsing the Amendment mean revising the NWA? Does it
mean legislation or a resolution simply adopting the Amendment? Does it
mean a response in the appropriations process, particularly since DOE
has submitted a revised budget request that is tied to the Acendment?
Also. does DOE intend to use the 30 calender day review period (the
ti`eeab'e for Congressicnal acticn en the origi-a Missicn ?a.) as the
guiJe: -.e to deter-_ine w.hether Congress has reszonded to the A.end=en::
With the lack of direction from DCZ on these c'es;ions, Congress. the
states/tribes and the public are left reviewing a documente wvthou:
knowing exac::r what DOE intends to do with it.

The net result of DOE's handling of submission of the Mission Plan
Amend=ect to Congress is a great deal of 'unnecessary confusion.
Congress. th.e states and tribes and the genera: public can cn'
specu'-a.e on DOE's intentions regar__ng the changes ca:e-d for in t;e
Amendment. h s has been very d f _cult to do. makixg i harder for
Congress to take action on the Amencdent when tha: ti-e c^_es and =aking
it harder for the states, tribes and general public to cc-=en:
m::eaningfu- S ron, and to full_ co=m rehenrd the i=mcr: o', the proposed
changes out::ned in t-e Amend=ent. While werecog.nie tha: Congresz



must "'t-=aze:y grapp'e with the questior. of res c.ndcng to the Mssicn
Plan A=ed=ennt in the most appropriate fashi.on., DOE's intentions
regarding Congressional review of the Azendment should ha-e been clearly
articulated in the Draft A=endtenc and in any related mazerial released
by DOE pertaining to the review process..

2. Secocd R.e:ositorv PFos tonement - New Hamtpshire remains fir-17 opposed to
the consideration of any site in the State as a possible high-level
waste repository. We will continue to use every means a- our diszosa: tc
acttiely op pcse any re-ository pr-g-ra - now cr . t-e'-e -t-
c z. Z a-- 2-.- 's 'iE - -. 5-. re. . z pz-_-. _ n c -
s__r.- te:..ra._:a reafis.s ~aia o_. _. !,e-..; Ea--s..re r
Zraf: Area .ecomencation Report and sulspe-ented by adtitio-a-
i.. _r-a;--n from numerous pri:.ate citi-ens.

We further bel'eve that work on a second repositc.7 at this point in
time is prezazure, regardless of whether New Hampshire is under
cons-derat on. The declining projections of waste generation certainly

_ push back the time when a second repository might be needed, and indeed
they suggest that it may never be necessary. In light of these
projections, and given the serious flaws of the former Crystalline
Repository Program, New Eampshire supports the decision to postpone
site-specific work on a second high-level waste repository as a first
step towards a more realistic approach to high-level waste management.
We believe that DOE acted prudently last May in deciding to indefinitely
postpone site-specific work, and that current conditions certainly

K.> justify continuation of this postponement.

A concern related to the second repository postponement issue is that
the draft Fission Plan Amendment stops short of the commitment - made by
Secretary Eerrringtom last May - to "start over" with any future second
repository search. While the Amendment mates reference to the
additional knowledge that will be gained by the postponement, it does
not go far enough. We believe that the only circumstance under which
DOE should pick up where they left off is if Congress rejects the
Mission Plan Ameiidmint and specifically directs DOE to resume the
Crystalline Repository Program. If this happens, then DOE must first
respond to all outstanding comments on the Draft Area Recommendation
Report before going any further. Under any other scenario it would be a
serious cistake fcr DOE to simply pick up where they left off. In
adc_ ircn to violating the ver'-al c==-_ ens male in 'a, of 16, t:-'s
would a-pear to be taking the easy way out without ua. use of arn o-:
the ongcong technical studies schedled to be carried out and without
correcting the mistakes of the original search. In consideration of the
possibilit7 that a decision may be made in the future to renew the
searcl for a second repository. New HEapshire rgcox-esds that DO- use
the I"sss0ion Plan Amendment as the vehicle to com=it. in v:iting. to
abandoning the former Crystalline Repositor7 ProSram and to =ak-ng a
fresh start w ith an f::ture second reposito-y seror- - s fresh start
should =ake appropriate use of the information obtained by the gener-c
technical studies, it should make full use of al' relevant technical
infor=ation already provided to DOE by the statestribes and citizens.
and it shculd iacorc:3ce the lessons learned from the first try.



2 e. P!e5 cf Sec:-cd Rerosito-; Technical Proxran - According to the Draft
M.isscr.n Pian Aenrdent. s_:e-szecific work cn a second re:Osito-. would
not beg's untilr around 1998 at the earliest. Thi.s means that DOE will
save at less: 10 years for conducting non-siee-szecifi c researc-
support of eventual second repos tory siting e:forts. The results o.
this research will certainly play a major role in shaping any fu-tu-re
second repository progra=. which means that ,the states, tribes and
pub'ic should be irvolved every step of the war and not just at the end.
The Draft A:e-.d-ent, howeve r. is silent ccn the question of
s:a:e!trbal/pu!:blc inp-ut into this research., and th.is silence _z
c. _ ._. - -. _

Cne c t:-e sericus f:--as of the Crysza2..ine F.eccs :r-- y-…:w-a= as t:-e
way that the National Survey of Crystalline Rocks was used in the
process. This document, which served as the foundation for identify-in
crystalline rock formations for further study, was presented to the
states and tribes in 1983 as a finished product to serve as the starting
point. Throughout the Program there was constant criticism of the
National Survey, criticism that fell on deaf ears because DOE had done
the Survey on their own and considered it a closed subject. This
situation can and should be avoided with any future second repository
program. States, tribes and other interested parties should be afforded
the opportunity to review and comment on all phases of the research
effort, and options for providing this opportunity for review should be
presented in the Mission Plan Amendment. Not only will this approach
give the states, tribes and other interested parties meaningful input
into the foundational stages of any future second repository search., but
it will also provide DOE with input from a much broader base of ezpertise
than would occur with a strictly in-house research effort.

4. Contineencv Plans - There are two references to contingency plans in the
Draft Mission Plan Amendment, and in both cases we have concerns. The
first reference is in Appendix D regarding rescheduling of the second
repository. The draft Amendment says that its contingency plans for the
first repository once included the possibility of using a candidate site
from the second repository program if none of tie first round sites were
acceptable. The discussion goes on to say that, in light of DOE's high
level of confidence regarding the three final first round sites, it is
not likel that this cont rigency plan will be necessary - elimnating"an
i=mor:an: reason for site-specific studies for the second repository at
presen:t. (AcendixLI D. Section D.3, page 45)

Thi-s "I=portant reason for site-spec_.'c st-_dies" cz=es as quite a
s:rprise to us. since this is the f-rst teie it has ever been presented
in th.is wa:. In the past whenever the possibility of using second round
sites as backup for the first repository progran was cencionec, DO_
begrudgingly acnowledged the possibility whi'e emphas :L r.g that it was
not their intention to rely on this option. Niow. DOE has convenientl:
s..i':e- thei pos_:'cn to fit the current c-rcunscances. While we asree
with the decision to postpone site-spec-'Lc wore on the second
reositor-y. we do not bel-eve that such a contingency plan should have
ever beet seriously considered and it certainly should not be used as one
of the reasons sU portins the postponement. T-.e:e are several very good
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reg5cr.S for postporn3g work on the secon' repositoat - CC_ s:oud re-,
dilute their case by manipulatring f'zaed contingency p:ans.

The other reference to contingency plans is in Appendix F. Waste
Acte-eance Schedu'e. The section entitled Contirgency P'ans pzesuras1v
is the ez:rent of ccntingency planning that DC_ has dcr.e in the e:e.n: cf

rn-:t- ^ated chanies to the waste acce-;ance szhedue. :t is hart ;:
_- -:e, =.v;e:er. that a: ' 2' Cf the deCa:.2s a-. c:

~a; e::e-rie.:e_, s.-an cer:=-_r:: cr:r._e :_ he i:e z e -,
_ .ee ;a-_ "=. s-_rary cz :inren.; p-ans is t-e s_- tc-a. c.

DC's continrency planr.ing. The repository program cou:d bene-it
siz-.icz t'y from detailed coctingency plans that address a number of
potential problems, inciuding but not limited to DO'Es plans in the
event of congressional rejection of the Miis-on P'an Amendment.
Instead. the brief discussion in the draft Amendment simply presents
some of the problems that could arise with the waste acceptance schedule
and summarizes the action(s) that DOE may need to take to respond. The
discussion does not specifically address how DOE will comply with their
contractual agreement to accept the waste by January of 1998 if there
are delays -with both the repository and the MRS facility. It does not
address the schedule changes that would occur if Congress rejects the
Mission Plan Amendment and requires DOE to attempt to follow the
timetable of the original Mission Plan for both repositories. It also
does not present a good discussion of the alternatives to deep geologic
disposal if the repository solution becomes unworkable. These issues,
and others, should be part of an expanded discussion of contingency
plans in the Mission Plan Amendment.

5. Revised Stratecsy for Second Revositorv - Buried in the background
discussion on the second repository delay is the basis for a very
signif icant change in siting strategy for any future second repository
search. While it.is certainly appropriate to discuss alternative siting
strategies as they are developed, we are very conceined that a decision
has already been made to narrow down earlier in the process the nex:
time around.

The discussion on reschedul ing the secord repository contained in
Azendi.:t D of the draft Amendment includes a descrip:icn o. the generic
te: cca: st :-.es th at DC- has pl an..ed. One area o: s:u-. wi be t-.e
evz:uation of different geologic settings ir terms of overall waste
isolation perfor-ance. taking into account the likely engineered
barriers, the waste package. the rele-ant regularory requirements and
the experience sained fron the firs; repository prograa. The discussion
of this 'task ends 'u ith the suggestion that. since it is expected to
generate a high level of confidence regarding the performance o.
different settings. "a pcssible strategy for the second reocsito.. cou:_
al ow fever areas of s-aller site to be selecze4, eaFI:; in the process".
(Ap;e-_r X _. Section D.4. page 4.) -h._s mayor cay not be true if anc
we-.n the t_=e c_2es to consider siting a second repository, and we will
defer jud*ement until that ti:e.

We are ve-. czncerned that the incl-usic-, of this strate;y in the ra:
Mission Plan Amendment - at the exclusicn of an: others - prior to the
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c-_:e:_cr. of any of the research suggests that DC_ has a'rea;. decded
to narrc- dow-n ear:7 on and to direct the research to suzocr: suc: a
decisicr. This strategy would allow DOE to work with few~er states and
tribes from the beginning. Alter the beating that they took In 17 states
with the Crystalline F.epository Frogra- it would orny be natural
for DCE to want to mcn rlze the nu__er of areas to stud.. ?Haking suc- a
decsicr. premature'7. however, wou:d raise sericuS cuesri-s azcur rcEs
oec::Z a-. *wou'd fr:h-er er:de the-: credi"il: : wi- tl- r s---,
:r e: arni t-e r- i: : w:_: a .: . c- a-: :
c: hn r esu 't; c: be-eric resear-h to a 5'-sec : sea:... ar. e

.a:e cauticned _0_ t-ie and agaib agin.st assu-ing too C'_c-h frc- ge aer-;
reseafrcl- We would like to see a written assurance in the Hwission Plan
Amendment that such a decision regarding a second repository siting
strategy has not been made prematurely and that there will be an open
4dscussion of the options before making such a decision.

B. Specific Comments

1. Federal Interim Storate (TIS), oate 9 - New Hampshire would like to see
fur:her discussion of how DOE would implement this opt-on if requested
by a utility. In particular, we would like to see two things added to
this discussion:

a- n evaluation of the potential need for interim storage, based on the
storage capacities of each utility; and

- an analysis of the relative merits of using a federal facility versus
using excess storage capacity at a private utility to provide interim
storage.

2. MRS Feasibilitv, Case 10 - The statement is made on page 10 of the draft
Amendment that "anot..er important consideration, [when evaluating the
role of an MRS facilityl is the broadly shared view'of its feasibility".
This may be true within DOE. but otherwise it is i very presumptuous.
mtsleading statement. Inasmuch as there has been very little in the way
of any broad-based critical analysis of the MP.S lopt-on outside of DOE,

t: is '--=ossible to make suc- a swee.ing state-enc a; this poin:
tie. -Instead, DOE should provide a more thorough. more obJec:Ive
analysis of the benefits and the risks associated with develcpnenr acd
operation of an MRS facility.

3. Unan::cizared Isnaczs. oaze 14 - New Hampshire is pleased to see that
DOE is finally acknowledg ng the possibility of special socioeconomic
impacts associated with repository development thao are not addressed by
tehe NWP.A. We concur with the recommendation that Cangress may wish. to
consider providing for additional financial assistance to address these
i=-actz. We also suggest that DOE and Congress go one step further by
acKnowledging and providing financial assistance to address the
soc.oeconomic impacts associated with various stages of the site
evalu:acion process for a repository.. In New HFa-crmsre last wvinter. i
was a:,a:e-t scon a.:erthe re'ease of the draft Area Recom=endation
P.e or: that there were cer::an sscoeconc-ic impacts 'rac being under
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ccns ideration as a possile reposi:ory site. These i=;ac:s were not
antcipated in the N;PA. and at the ti-e DOE was not willing to
recognize the= a2 a legitizate area of concern at that stage in the
siting process. Azparently DCE is getting closer to recog-i:ing the
possibilit; of such i=-acts. We applaud the progresS in th-.s direc: on.

^a:-e .':--Ir:e S :-e~- e. :2;e .-- 2 e .F--, a-. the -:--:-
-::-:_-.-:: :-::- .:-: .: ,-:: _ a-7.: e:-__ - -:-. -:_

_ e M;- M-. faci:_:: t.e fi: reics_:_:. 2^. ;-

repcsst ry. one can irner from tie lable t..az t.e "R_ will be use-
so.ely for the first repository and that the waste for the seccnd
repository will co'e directly from the power plants. This should be
explained in the accompanying text; if this is not the case, then the
Table and text should be revised to accurately reflect the movenent of
waste throughout the system.

U S

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S .

. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Prepared b. :;.- C ce c- Sta:e Flann.ing
March 1987
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THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON. D.C.

May 11, 1987

Dear Governor McKernan:

Thank you for your letter of April 2, 1987,
transmitting comments on the Department of Energy's
draft Amendment to the Mission Plan for the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management program.

I appreciate your personal participation in this
matter and the time and effort that the State of Maine
put forth in reviewing and preparing comments on the
draft Amendment. We have received approximately
fifty letters offering comments on the draft, and the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management is in
the process of reviewing and considering them. You have
my personal assurance that your comments will receive
full consideration. A comment response document will
accompany the Amendment to the Mission Plan when it is
submitted to Congress this summer.

As the nuclear waste repository program moves
forward.in the years to come, the active participation
by the States, affected Indian Tribes and other interested
parties will continue to play a valuable role,. and we
look forward to working with you and your colleagues.

Yours truly

John S. Herrington

Honorable John R. McKernan, Jr.
Governor of Maine -
Augusta, Maine 04333 *2
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April 2, 1987

The Honorable John Herrington
Secretary
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20585

Dear Secretary Kerrington:

This letter is to submit comments on behalf of the State of Maine on
the Department of Energy's Draft Mission Plan Amendment.

I wish to emphatically restate my opposition to a high level nuclear
waste repository in Maine. My conviction is strongly reinforced and
confirmed by the substantive technical and socio-economic evidence
assembled by our State agencies and described in detail in the April 1986
'State of Maine Comments on U. S. Department of Energy Crystalline Rock
Project Draft Area Recommendation Report' (Draft 1AR). The State
mobilized government, business, and citizen resourcesto produce this
extensive report. Internally, the State utilized the services of the
Advisory Commission on Radioactive Waste, the Maine Geological Survey,
the Department of Environmental Protection, the Department of Human
Services, the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, the State
Development Office, the State Planning Office, the Department of
Transportation and the Historic Preservation Commission. The Draft ARR
clearly supports the technical argument that Maine sites should be
eliminated from the DOE list.

The presence of the Sebago Lake and Bottle Lake rock bodies on the
list reflects -a selection process that is driven by an arbitrary time
schedule rather than by the requirements of science. More importantly,
it reflects an underlying selection process that is fundameptally flawed
in its design. This process threatens to place the people of twelve
areas under a considerable psychological and economic burden of
uncertainty for years. It endangers the scientific legitimacy and public
credibility that the Department must have if it is to succeed in dealing
responsibly with the Nation's nuclear waste problem.

/

A DOE response to the states' comments to the Draft AMR furnishes an
excellent opportunity to develop a database and framework upon which a
Mission Plan or future strategies may credibly address:

K>~
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April 2, 1987
The Honorable John Herrington
Secretary
U. S. Departmeftt of Energy

(1) A more realistic timetable for siting and operating a
deep mined repository in a variety of geologic host
rock.

(2) An improved and comprehensive contingency planning
process which more explicitly addresses a repository
schedule by addressing more fully the efforts of
pending lawsuits dealing with the first repository or
second repository program. Scheduling must also
consider the problems of land acquisition and the time
required to gain access to and control of land,
privately or publicly owned, for site characterization.

(3) Verification of budget estimates and the lower rates of
waste generation.

(4) The opportunity to incorporate more fully the non
site-specific generic research in progress in Canada,
Nevada, and Sweden.

(5) A clearer justification for the need of a Monitored
Retrievable Storage as storage and back-up for a first
repository.

(6) A greater role for the National Academy of Science and
the National Research Council.

(7) Specific and explicit guidance for both the states and
the Congress.

In surmary, the reasons for the decision by the Depattment of Energy
on May 28, 1986, to delay the selection process for a second site are the
very reasons the search should be cancelled and not postponed. A prompt
response by the DOE to the comments by the repository states coupled with
the first repository experience and existing generic non site-specific
studies will, I believe, lead the Department of Energy to the same
conclusion.

Sincerely,

Johf c ernan, Jr.
Go rnor\

JRM/D/c/

I



Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

*~ May 1, 1987

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Assistant Comptroller General
Recources, Community, and Economic Development,

Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to
review and comment on the General Accounting Office (GAO) Draft
Report entitled, "Nuclear Waste: DOE's Proposal for a Monitored
Retrievable Storage (MRS) Facility is Incomplete" (GAO/RCED-87-92).

The Department strongly disagrees with much of the information
and many of the conclusions contained in the report, and as a
result, does not concur in the GAO recommendations. Our specific
comments and suggestions follow.

Much of the report is unfairly one-sided, key information is
omitted, and the Department's position on a variety of topics
is characterized.

The GAO draft report focuses on two main criticisms of the needs,
analysis contained in the December 1985 review copy of the MRS
Proposal:

1. That the Department has not developed an optimized no-MRS
case for comparing the effects of the implementation of
an integrated MRS facility into the watte .management
system. GAO concludes that "DOE's proposal does not,
therefore, provide Congress with an adequate basis to
make an informed decision on whether t1e MRS should be
integrated into the nuclear waste management system" and
that the "Department has not demonstrated that the MRS is
needed to safely manage spent fuel or that the benefits
attributed to the MRS could not be achieved through other
means."

2. That the Department has not fully characterized the costs
of adding an integrated MRS to the waste management
system.

/
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For the reasons discussed below, the Department considers the
title -of the GAO draft report to be misleading and strongly
disagrees with the above criticisms.

The title of the GAO draft report states that the Department's
MRS proposal is incomplete, implying that the.'proposal does not
meet the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(NWPA). In fact, the analysis GAO considers to be incomplete,
i.e., the need and feasibility study, is not even required by the
NWPA to be a part of the proposal. Further, the NWPA does not
even require an affirmative finding of need on :the part of the
Department as a prerequisite for submitting the proposal. The
Department elected to include the study as part of the proposal
for completeness and to help explain the precise role the
Department believes the MRS can best serve.

The Department strongly disagrees that more information on an
"optimized" no-MRS system is needed to provide Congress with an
adequate basis for MRS decision-making.

Further optimization of alternative no-MRS system options will
not produce any new data or insights of importance to the real
issues involved here. The only alternative to performing
packaging functions at either the repository or the MRS is to
perform these functions at the reactor sites. These alternatives
were qualitatively considered in the proposal documents, and it
was shown that each activity would add significantly to reactor
burdens. The real policy issue raised by GAO's conclusion is
whether Congress wants the reactor operators to focus their
efforts for'the next 20 to 30 years on safe, reliable, and
efficient generation of electricity -- the fun6tion for which the
reactors were designed -- or whether Congress wants the reactor
operators to assume new responsibilities for a range of high-
level, waste management activities that must inevitably divert
some energy and attention from reactor operation.

The Congress finds in Section 111 of the NWPA that "a national
problem has been created by the accumulation of spent nuclear
fuel from nuclear reactors" and that the "Federal Government has
the responsibility to provide for the permanent disposal."
Placing additional burdens on the reactor operators would be
inconsistent with the findings which serve as a basis for the
NWPA.

!
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The foreign experience further reinforces the Department's belief
that more detailed study of alternatives that would further
burden ongoing reactor activities is not warranted. For example,
both West Germany and Sweden are minimizing the role of the
operating reactors in spent fuel management and disposal, in
order to allow the reactors to concentrate their efforts on the
safe and efficient operation of the reactor ffcility. In
reporting that the Department has not fully addressed the use of
operating reactors in the waste management system; the GAO
embraces direction in policy that the Congress did not
incorporate into the NWPA. I I

The specific no-MRS system features that GAO believes should
have been more thoroughly addressed include the institution of
widespread reactor rod consolidation, expanding storage
capabilities at reactor sites, the upgrading of all reactor sites
to rail capability and using reactor sites to marshal multi-cask
shipments. Additional options for improving the transportation
system are also included, such as inter-modal (truck to rail)
transfers, the multi-cask shipments for truck and rail, the use
of extra large casks (both truck and rail), and the use of truck
convoying techniques. These features are discussed below or in
the specific comments that follow.

Reactors can perform rod consolidation, but at additional
financial and operating costs and risks. Their experience to
date with this technology has been to consolidate two assemblies
into one square canister that will fit back into the original
storage rack. - This "reactor" canister will be open to permit
water cooling (i.e., it will not be sealed); it will be exposed
to water that may be contaminated; and it may or may not be
compatible with repository packaging plans. Ih contrast, rods
from as many as twelve Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) or thirty
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) assemblies could be consolidated in
round canisters at the MRS or the repository. The canisters would
be sealed, free of surface contamination and specifically
designed- for the repository disposal package. Thus consolidation
and packaging operations at reactor sites are not comparable to
those same operations at a large dedicated packaging facility
like the MRS (or the repository). In addition, the packaging
functions at the MRS facility (or the repository), in contrast to
reactor storage basins, would be designed, built, licensed and
operated specifically for this purpose. Considering that several
hundreds of thousands of assemblies will be consolidated and
packaged, the DOE believes it is important that it be done with
equipment and facilities dedicated to that objective, as opposed
to its being an adjunct operation at over 100 different reactor
sites not currently licensed for such a production operation.

. '
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GAO claims "DOE has not determined the extenttowhich utilities
are willing or able to utilize various operational alternatives,
in lieu of the MRS, to manage their growing spent fuel
inventories." DOE is confident that utilities could manage these
inventories as long as necessary. That is not an issue, and the
MRS is not proposed with the primary objective of reducing the
utility storage burden. Rather, reducing that burden is a very
significant, but secondary, benefit associated with early
implementation of the Federal disposal system that is permitted
by the MRS and which makes the MRS all the more attractive.

GAO notes that the current DOE design for the system for
transporting fuel from the reactors can be improved. This is
true -- with or without the MRS. Almost all the transport system
improvements suggested by GAO are improvements that DOE plans to
incorporate as their merits and costs are further determined --
with or without an MRS. Their only effect on the MRS proposal is
to potentiall lessen, but not eliminate, some of the
transportation system benefits offered by the MRS.

In any event, GAO has not defined what it means by an "optimized
waste management system that does not include an MRS." For
example with respect to what basis should the system be
optimized? What performance criteria (and weighting factors for
each) does GAO believe are appropriate? Since cost, technical or
institutional improvements, albeit only small ones, can
invariably be made to a complex system (especially for a system
that is in a very conceptual stage), almost any system may be
criticized for not being "optimized." Such criticism could be
constructive if it identified considerations not already.
addressed by the Department that might result in major system
improvements. The advantages and disadvantages of a
comprehensive array of potential system improveluents postulated
by the Department and others were described in some detail in the
need and feasibility analysis. A careful reading of that
analysis clearly shows that the disadvantages of those options
considered are significant, whereas the potential gains from each
potential improvement are limited. It is the Department's
judgment that neither a single improvement nor realistic
combinations of various improvements will even remotely
approximate the benefits to be gained from the MRS. In
particular, the Department cannot conceive of how system
development and early deployment benefits can bp derived without
an MRS. To postpone a decision on the MRS in an elusive, and
perhaps never ending, search for an "optimized" no-MRS system
would be wasteful and unproductive.
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In response to the second point involving the Department's
characterization of MRS costs, the GAO has misunderstood and
incorrectly interpreted MRS costs in the reports it has generated
on this subject.

Contrary to GAO's title heading "DOE Has Revised Its MRS Cost
Estimate," the Department has not changed itsestimate of the
MRS facility costs, except to adjust for escalation, since the
December 1985 review copy of the Proposal was printed ($2902.4
million - 1985 dollars). The MRS facility costs were based
on the conceptual design of the MRS that was completed in
late 1985. Since the completion of the review copy of the
Proposal, the Department printed a February 1986 final version of
the Proposal (which it was prevented from submitting) and then
updated Volumes I and III of that version for'submission in March
1987.

What has changed are projections of the incremental costs for
the integration of the MRS into the waste management system,
taking into account how the MRS would affect overall repository,
transportation and system development costs. Those costs are
annually addressed by the Department in the Total System Life
Cycle Cost (TSLCC) estimate.

The-incremental costs, or the net impact, of the MRS on the total
system costs are a very small difference between two very large
numbers representing the costs of a system with and without an
MRS. The preponderance of the costs in the large numbers
presented in TSLCC estimates is associated with the repository
program; these cost components are highly uncertain at this
time for understandable reasons. In this regard, it is likely
that the TSLCC estimate in succeeding years will fluctuate as the
program evolves' andias the design costing basis for other
elements of the program becomes more detailed and comparable to
the level of specificity contained in the MRS facility designs.
GAO has erroneously attributed continuing, but justified, large
uncertainties in total program costs to the MRS program and has
used these uncertainties to question the MRS cost estimates.

The 1986 TSLCC estimate for the cost impact of MRS on the waste
management system indicated that the incorporation of MRS would
increase total system costs from about $1.6 - $;.6 billion. The
1987 TSLCC estimate, which will be formally published later this
year, estimates the increase at $1.5 - $1.6 billion. The 1987
TSLCC estimate addresses the cost effects of the 5-year delay of
the first repository along with the different operating
conditions being proposed for the MRS in servicing the first

K>
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repository. In addition, the 1987 TSLCC analysis also addresses
the new waste acceptance schedule presented in the Draft
Amendment to the Mission Plan and incorporates all changes in the
analytical data base regarding transportation system assumptions.
-Consistent with prior years, the 1987 TSLCC estimate continues to
use the February 1986 Proposal's estimate for the total MRS
facility cost with appropriate escalation factors. The 1987
TSLCC estimate of $1.5 - $1.6 billion represents less than 5% of
the total system costs and will be further offset by savings in
at-reactor storage costs, potentially up to $1 billion, that
result from the earlier acceptance rates permitted by a system
with an MRS.

The reduction in the incremental cost impact of MRS on the waste
management system from the 1986 TSLCC estimate to the 1987
estimate was brought about by an increase in the costs of certain
repository surface facilities and by the use of repository waste
canisters at the MRS that are less costly, resulting also in
increased cost efficiency in the transportation system. Given
the total costs of the waste management system, the new TSLCC
results have not altered the Department's original conclusion
regarding the total system cost impact of the inclusion of the
MRS as presented in the Proposal -- that the incremental costs
due to the inclusion of an MRS constitute a small percentage of
the total system cost. To put these costs in perspective, the
MRS incremental costs are within the uncertainty range of current
cost estimates for a waste management system without an MRS
facility.

Regarding the statement that the Department has not included all
attributable costs to the construction and operation of MRS, the
GAO draft report presented a list of unquantified costs that the
Department originally identified and has responded to in the
past:

-1. Land acquisition costs;

2. Royalties on proprietary processes;

3. Initial inventory of spare parts;

4. State, local, and Federal permit and license fees;

5. Consultation and cooperation agreement/with the State
government;

6. Upgrading roads, railroads, and bridged for heavy
transport;

7. State and local taxes (or payments in lieu thereof); and

K> 8. Annual impact assistance to local governpents.

('
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Costs of land acquisition (Item 1) from one Federal Agency to
another are not known in advance, since circumstances for
transfer vary widely, if, indeed, costs would be directly
incurred& The Department did, however, provide an estimate in
the Proposal of the potential costs of acquiring the preferred
site, based on average land costs in comparable areas. (The
estimate for the land was $2 million.) In identifying the items
on the list presented above, the Department has consistently
stated that the overall cost impact of items 2 through 4 will not
be significant and is included by implication in the 25%
contingency factor for costs of the MRS receiving and handling
(R&H) building. Item 6 costs for upgrading roads, railroads and
bridges for heavy transport are not appropriate since the
transport of spent fuel' to and from the MRS facility will be
accomplished through commercial transport. The MRS cost estimate
provided by the Department does include costs for connecting the
facility to commercial highway and-rail lines. Specific amounts
for items 5, 7, and 8 were not addressed in the Proposal to allow
the Department flexibility in the consultation and cooperation
process that will be initiated if Congress approves the MRS
Proposal. It should be noted that the Department did include a
local estimate for item 7 in the proposal documents. (Such costs
were identified to be as much as $10 - $15 million per year for
the 10-year period preceding facility operation.) Any cost
estimates for these items volunteered by the Department at this
time would be interpreted as a lower limit for purposes of
beginning negotiations. In any event, these costs are considered
to be a small percentage of the total system costs, absent any
Congressional direction to the contrary, and as such should not
be a major factor in determining the need for MRS.

The Department further believes that it is appropriate that some
of these costs be determined by Congress, as a matter of national
policy and of the value of the MRS to the waste management
system, as opposed to a DOE estimate. In summary, the Department
believes it is appropriate for it to provide Cpngress an estimate
of the "hard" costs for MRS and to simply point out that any
costs Congress determines to be proper for items 5, 7, and 8,
will be above and beyond the "hard" costs provided.

Although the GAO draft report presented a brief summary of the
benefits that an MRS will bring to the system, it is clear from
the presentation that the system development benefits have not
been well understood by GAO staff. Inclusion of an MRS in the
waste management system provides a stepwise approach to moving
from the current state of experience to full scale operation of
a disposal system including a repository. Those who emphasize a
static comparison of already deployed MRS and no-MRS systems tend
to overlook the importance of proceeding with an MRS as a step to
a repository.

f t
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Whether or not there is an MRS in the waste management system,
much in the way of resources and a large amount of human
ingenuity will be dedicated during the next two decades to
managing spent fuel before it is emplaced in a repository. If
that effort were directed at performing spent fuel management
operations at over 100 separate reactor sites, it would provide
little learning experience that would be directly transferable to
timely development and operation of a repository. If the effort
were focused on the development and operation of an MRS, much of
that experience would directly increase the likelihood of safe,
timely and reliable operation of the system.

In summary, with no MRS in the waste management system, many of
the first-of-a-kind technical and institutional challenges of
high-level waste management and disposal will have to be faced at
the first repository site. With the MRS in the system, many of
the pertinent issues, except for the long term disposal issue,
will have been addressed prior to the final development efforts
for the first repository.

The Department appreciates the consideration shown by GAO
personnel in meeting with us to discuss these concerns and hopes
that these comments will be helpful to GAO in its preparation of
the final report. Additional editorial comments have been
provided to Mr. Dwayne Weigel.

Sincerely,

!



NM qs \ Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

APR 2 7 19

Honorable Trent Lott
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Lott:

Thank you for your letter of April 8, 1987, transmitting
comments from Mr. John W. Green, Executive Director of the
Mississippi Department of Energy and Transportation, on the
Department of Energy's draft Amendment to the Mission Plan
for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management program.

I appreciate your personal participation in this matter and
the time and effort that was put forth in reviewing and
preparing comments on the draft Amendment. We have received
approximately fifty letters offering comments on the draft
and the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management is
in the process of reviewing and considering them. You have
my personal assurance that the comments of the State of
Mississippi will receive full consideration. A comment
response document will accompany the Amendment to the
Mission Plan when it is submitted to Congress this summer.

As the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management program moves
forward in the years to come, the active participation of
Congress, States, affected Indian Tribes and other
interested parties will continue to play a valuable role and
I look forward to working with you and your colleagues.

Sincerely,

/ ' ' sgcAtCA
Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

/
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* . TRENT. LOTT
ST" 01TsTICt. MississiPPi

REPUBLICAN WHIP

RULES COMMIrTEE

TOM W ANDERSON JR
CHIEF OF STAFF

Congreas of thje imhiteb &tateq
~)ougt of 3repregentatibe!5

lJabngfton, Dq 20515

2185 RAYOURIN SUlLDlNG
WASHINGTON. OC 20515

202-225-5772

DISTRICT OFFICES
GULFPORT. MS 3950'

601-164-7670
HATTIESBURG MS 3140:

60 1- 582-3246
PASCAGOULA. MS 39567

601-762-6435

Honorable Jonn S. Herrington
secretary
Depuart:en; of 7nergy

Dear 1ir. Secretary:

I ain taking the liberty of contacting you in behalf of
Mr. John W. Green, Jr., of the Mississippi Department of Energy
and Transportation.

Enclosed for your information is correspondence I have
received whicn details the nature of the problem. I would
sincerely appreciate your providing me with information which
would be of assistance in responding to this inquiry.

Thank you very much for your time and assistance in this
matter. With kind regards and very best wishes, I am

Sincerely' yours,

Trent Lott

TL: sbh

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY& TRANSPORTATION
Dickson Building. 5 10 George Street

Jackson. Mimissippi 39202-3096
601 9614733

April 2, 1987

Mr. Benard Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:
Re: Comments on the Draft

Mission Plan Amendment
(DOE/RW-0128)

Enclosed you will find the comments on the referenced Amendment
prepared by the NWPAC Policy Subcommittee on behalf of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Advisory Council.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this document and
your prompt attention to the Council's concerns.

Very t uly yours,

John W. Green
Executive Director

JWG/dc
Enclosures
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LETTER to Rusche
April 2, 1987
Page Two

cc: Mississippi Congressional Delegation
Mr. Clyde'Sellers, Chairman, NWPAC
Mr. James I. Palmer, Office of the Governor
Ms. Lisa Spruill, Office of the Attorney General
Mr. J. 0. Neff, DOE/SRPO
Mr. Allen Benson, DOE/OCRWM
Mr. Samuel Chilk, Secretary, Nuclear Regu'latory Commission

I
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CO'MENTS TO THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ON THE

DRAFT MISSION PLAN AMENDMENT (DOE/RW-0128)

SIGNIFICANT RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

This section leads the reader to believe that the program has
progressed almost without controversy. As is evident by the many
legal and institutional challenges to program decisions, this
simply is not true.

The Department is overly optimistic with respect to the data
gathered during the site selection process (p. 2).

The Department goes on to place the fault for any programmatic
failures on-other entities ( e.g. the states, tribes and public
for not cooperating, the Congress for not appropriating adequate
funding, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for its perceived
inability to meet the licensing schedule (p. 4 & 5)). In fact,
DOE has abdicated all responsibility in accepting the blame for
the program's deterioration.

K>.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
EXTENSION OF THE SCHEDULE FOR THE FIRST REPOSITORY and DELAY OF
THE SECOND REPOSITORY

An examination of the NWPA suggests that the schedule with
respect to both the five-year extension of she first repository
program and the delay of the second repository program are not in
accord with the schedules prescribed in the Act.

THE MRS FACILITY

This section notes that studies have shown that the facility
could start receiving spent fuel in 1998 (p. fO) These studies
should be referenced.

The statement that the MRS will not begin spent fuel receipt
until a construction authorization is issued for the first
repository presupposes that DOE will be able to obtain that
authorization from the NRC (p. 40).

The State of Mississippi preserves its right for additional
comment on this portion of the Draft.Mission Plan Amendment
pending receipt and actual review of the.propp alas submittedttO
Congress on March 31. .. .......

4/2/87msnwpac



CONSULTATION AND COOPERATION

As to consultation and cooperation. (C & C), the Department
applauds itself on its efforts to define consultation and
cooperation (p. 13), however DOE has once again omitted a
definition of this important process. In light of the fact that
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act mandates C & C with affected states
dhd tribes, this omission is particularly disturbing, Examples
include the failure of the Department to note problems in the
negotiations that it has already undertaken, or failed to
undertake, to date (p. 12), the failure to supply all supporting
EA references after repeated requests (p. 18) and failure to
provide information on the "Super Integrating Contractor" as
promised. The Draft Mission Plan Amendment states that issuing
draft EAs for public comment was elective. In fact, the notice-
and-comment procedure in the DOE nuclear waste program was
adopted and has been used not only prior to, but following,
passage of the Act (p. 6). It is the position of the State that
the Department should have submitted the comment response
document on the draft Mission Plan (DOE/RW-0005, Volume II) to
the states and tribes for review prior to submitting the final
Mission Plan to Congress. Therefore, comments generated on the
final Mission Plan, which the State believes were inadequately
addressed in the comment response document which should have been
submitted to us prior to finalization, are attached hereto and
incorporated by reference as part of these comments.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND OTHER MEASURES

With respect to the financial assistance sections of the Draft
Mission Plan Amendment, the DOE has consistently failed to
provide a final set of guidelines for funding states/tribes
participation under the NWPA. The Mission Plan Amendment makes no
mention of methods for grant dispute resolution, -for the
uninterrupted annual cycling of program grants (p. 13), or
maintaining the "second round" states' participation in light of
the national importance for eventually siting P repository.

PLANS FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES

The State of Mississippi must once again reiterate concern over
the issue of exploratory shaft licenseability as a repository
component under 10 CFR 60 (p. 5). The planned changes in the
site characterization strategy presented in the Draft Mission
Plan Amendment are vague and inconsistent (p. 27)..The document
does not fully address what constitutes. termination for site
characterization, with the incumbent"reaoning--(p.8). Other
examples of ambiguity involve the nethodutof-driXling:,'.-sizes-for '-
exploratory shafts (p.27), and failure to adqbat41y.:dIbeuss site
characterization studies being conducted' t k.>to...pthe:'.relense;otf ..;::-
the SCP.

4/2/87msnwpnc
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COMMENTS ON

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S

FINAL MISSION PLAN

The following are comments on the Department of Energy's Final Mission

Plan for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program as it was

submitted to the United States Congress. The comments are presented as

thirteen major issues. These issues are a summary of the inadequacies the

State of Mississippi views in the Department of Energy's Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management Program.

I,
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Full, Open and Timely Sharing of Information

DOE states it "has worked to implement the law in a cooperative manner
by providing mechanisms for the following: " 1. Full, open, and timely
sharing of technical information. 2. Consultation on key draft

documents... 4. Financial assistance to States and affected Indian tribes

to allow full participation..." (page 7). These mechanisms have seldom

been implemented.

DOE provided to the States and Indian tribes only four of the seven

chapters of the draft Environmental Assessments prior to the release of

these documents for public comment. A ninety day public comment period
was allowed. The documents were released at the beginning of the

Christmas holiday period thus decreasing the actual days available for
review. In addition an adequate number of documents was not provided

for another 30 days after their release. Some major references were not
provided until almost the end of the comment period.

The MRS siting decision was made without any consultation with the

affected States and Indian tribes. The DOE appears to be selective as to

which documents it determines to be "key".

The DOE has made financial assistance available 1o the affected States
and Indian tribes but has put restrictions on what activities the States

are allowed to perform under these grants. For instance, monies for
socioeconomic studies have been severely restricted and monies for

Independent technical studies have been denied. It is the State's position
that Congress did not intend to impose these unreasonable limitations.

Another mechanism that should be added tc DOE's methods for

implementing the law, and one that has been glaringly absent in the DOE
program thus far, is a method to measure public confidence. Without

public confidence, DOE's program will continue td run into snags and

will ultimately result in a "notice of disapproval" by a State or Indian

tribe as allowed by the Act. DOE must improvi publid confidence in
order for the program to succeed. 4b '-' ')'



Scheduling

Mississippi has consistently maintained, and the Mission Plan reveals,

that DOE's ultimate objective is to meet the 1998 deadline in the NWPA,

even at the sacrifice of technical credibility in the siting program.

The amount of time scheduled for in-situ testing in salt is 8 months,

whereas 26 months are scheduled for tuff and 24 months for basalt.

Research at the salt sites is not as far advanced as that in tuff or

basalt and in-situ testing in salt will not begin until much later than

that scheduled for the other media. To compensate for the time delay,

DOE is planning to shorten the testing period for salt. DOE justifies this

shortened research period by saying that it can use data obtained at the

Asse Mine in West Germany, Project Salt Vault in Kansas, and the Waste

Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in New Mexico. Since a principal goal of

site characterization is collection of data for a draft environmental impact

statement, it is the State's position that this data should be site

specific, not generic.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act allows the NRC three years to review a

license application, with an extension of 12 months, if needed. DOE's

reference schedule allows NRC only 27 months to review a license

X application. Again, this reflects DOE's enslavement to a schedule rather
than technical credibility.

DOE plans a two phase repository construction with the first phase (the

surface facility with limited underground workings) being able to accept

waste by 1998 while the second phase (full underground development) is

still under construction. The second phase would begin receiving waste

in 2001. This design was developed to meet the mandated 1998 deadline

and may not reflect conservative planning and sound technical reasoning.

The DOE's Improved Performance Plan includes the development of a

Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility. DOE prefers this plan

claiming that it allows them greater confidence in: meeting the: 1998: -

deadline. DOE even goes so far as to claim the improved'performance



plan will "improve confidence in DOE's ability to meet schedules..."

(page 18).

During site characterization, conventional geologic studies (mapping,

shallow boreholes, seismic reflection studies, geochemical testing of

groundwater and so forth) should be performed prior to the sinking of

the exploratory shaft. These studies will insure that the location of the

shaft, which could become a part of the repository, is the best choice.

The draft Mission Plan indicated these studies would be performed

concurrently with the sinking of the shaft. The' final Mission Plan is
unclear as to the timing of these studies. These studies, if done prior to

the sinking of the shaft, could push DOE's schedule back, but they are

absolutely necessary to insure the location of the shaft is technically

sound.

Program confidence is better established by demonstrating that the

public health and safety and the environment can be protected through

all facets of the waste disposal system, not merely by meeting a

predetermined deadline.

Consultation and Cooperation

In Chapter 4 of Part I of the Mission Plan, DOE talks about "consultation
and cooperation". The goals and intentions of consultation and

cooperation, consultation and cooperation agreements, and financial

assistance are discussed. DOE has not given a clear definition of

"consultation and cooperation". The States and, Indian tribes have

requested this definition on numerous occasions. Very little meaningful

"consultation and cooperation" has been achieved, or even attempted, by

DOE on numerous key decisions. For instance, neither the ranking

methodology, the decision to develop an MRS, nor the MRS siting

decision were discussed with the States and Indian tribes. These are

examples of "key decisions" being made without consideration With the

States and Indian tribes. ... ..

I



Comment Response Document

The majority of the comments submitted by this State, on the draft Mission

Plan were not given adequate responses. Many responses were written as

though DOE did not understand a particular comment, misinterpretted it,

or deliberately sidestepped the issue. Often, the reply to our comments

was that our concerns were beyond the scope of the plan, not

appropriate, or germane to issues to be studied later.

This State and others requested 'DOE to publish the Comment Response

Document for full review prior to submitting a final Mission Plan to

Congress, but DOE refused. It has consistently been the position of this

State that Congress, in Section 301(b), intended the Secretary to submit

the comment responses to the States and Indian tribes for review before

submitting the final Mission Plan to Congress.

Population-Adjacency

The DOE draft Environmental Assessment for the Richton Dome site,

Mississippi, considers the controlled area as the boundary of the salt

dome, although DOE contends that it cannot precisely determine the

*-boundary until after site characterization. The Mission Plan states the

town of Richton "lies adjacent to the boundary of the controlled area and

has 1200 residents" (page 357). The town of Richton partially overlies the

salt dome or "controlled area". Therefore, Richton is not only adjacent
but also is located directly above the proposed site and should be

disqualified.

Determination of Boundaries for the Engineered barrier System, thp
Disturbed Zcno and the Accessible Environment

The DOE Mission Plan states, "...the boundaries of the engineered

barrier system, the disturbed zone, and the accessible environment.

These boundaries can be precisely defined only after completing the site

characterization and the designs of the repository and the waste package".

(page 167). In remote areas which are sparsely populated. early definition

of boundaries would not be critical because, boundary..changes. may. not

impose significant impacts. However, in the :case...of;:the :smaUl town -of

Richton, Mississippi, which is partially underlain. by the Richton salt.
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dome, a small change in the undefined boundaries could cause drastic

impacts. Indeed the location of these boundaries could determine whether

or not the town of Richton would have to be moved. Thus, impacts would

vary significantly, according to the location of the boundaries of the

project. If definitive boundaries cannot be determined at an early date,

then a site located adjacent to population concentrations should be

disqualified.

In addition to the socioeconomic impacts just mentioned, the State has

technical concerns with the definition of the controlled area (zone) and

accessible environment. A salt dome site is different from a bedded salt

site in that there is a discrete and limited areal extent to the host rock.

A repository site could not be moved over a mile if problems develop (or

have the underground workings shifted 1800 as was done at the Waste

Isolation Pilot Project in New Mexico). Also, the State challenges DOE's

ability to adequately characterize the complex geologic and hydrologic

conditions at the interface of the piercement salt with the surrounding

sediments. This Issue affects the Guidelines' disqualifying conditions

concerning adequate modeling of geology and travel times of radionuclides

to the accessible environment.

Peer Review

High level radioactive waste 'disposal Is a highly technical issue and one

that requires an extensive peer review process because it is a "first of a

kind" technology. According to the Mission Plan DOE expects the States

and Indian tribes to be a major peer review group. The States and Indian

tribes have been able to put together small teams of specialists but the

scope and complexity' of this issue, require a much larger team in order to
adequately provide expert peer review. In addition, most peer review

groups are given the opportunity to review documents at an early stage

of development. Most of the documents that DOE' has released to the

States and Indian tribes were released as drafts with an inadequate

comment period. The next successive iteration released was a final copy,

with no further consultation allowed. If the States and: ndian tribes are

to be a major peer review group, as DOE has inidicatead.,.they .must. be

a.,
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given adequate time to develop sufficient teams and they must be given

the opportunity to review documents in the early, stages of development.

Financial assistance must also be given in order to provide for an

efficient peer review group by the States and Indian tribes.

Exploratory Shafts

The Department of Energy states, "The DOE intends to use the

exploratory shafts, as required, to ensure that the construction of the

repository can be completed in time to meet the January 1998 date

mandated by the Act and will continue to evaluate ithe most cost-effective

use of the exploratory shafts in the operating repository." This statement
sounds as if DOE is considering incorporating the exploratory shafts and

drifts into the repository. This could be in violation of 10 CFR Part

60.3(b) In Subpart A, which states that DOE cannot commence

construction without filing an application. The State is concerned that the

exploratory shafts and drifts may not receive the quality assurance

required in a repository. The DOE should decide whether they will

Incorporate the shafts or whether they will seal the shafts. If the shafts

are going to be sealed, then this should be studied as a potential

:.pathway of radionuclide migration.

Transportation

The policy of the State of Mississippi is that transp6rtation in Mississippi
should be monitored so that state laws, notably those pertaining to

prenotification and. permitting, may be enforced regarding radioactive

waste transportation.

State policy further contemplates Federal upgrading of our transportation

infrastructure to safely support the transportation, of nuclear waste

through Mississippi. Furthermore, the Department of Energy, being

responsible for the nuclear waste program, must be financially responsible

for upgrading the transportation infrastructure in Mississipp! in order to

protect the health, safety and welfare of the people of-Mississippi.

Retrievability in Salt , .

According to NRC's regulations (10 CFR 60.11.1(b)(1)), a repository.must ..

be capable of retrieval up to 50 years after waste emplacement is.

initiated. In a salt formation this requirement may not be achievable



without tremendous cost. If a repository is constructed within salt, the

X> State challenges DOE's ability to meet the provisions of these NRC

regulations. The reason for this concern is the lack of presently available

technology to maintain retrievability as well as the effect of the creep

closure of the salt on the cost estimates proposed for the repository.

Future Human Intrusion

The issue of future human intrusion is not adequately addressed in the

Mission Plan. Plans for analyzing future economic benefits of available

mineral resources should be included. Resources that may not be

economically attractive at present may be In the future. Two examples are

hydrocarbon production and groundwater resources. As the hydrocarbon

supply for this nation is depleted, those supplies which at present are

uneconomical to produce may be very economical to produce in the future.

As groundwater supplies are depleted, especially those surrounding

highly populated areas, additional supplies will have to be found.

Groundwater which at present would require extensive treatment for use

as drinking water may have to be used In the future due to depletion of

other supplies.

Salt domes are, themselves, potential natural resources. Cavities in domes

can be readily created by solution mining and then used for storage of

petroleum products, compressed gases for electricity generation, and

other products. Investigations show that domes may have potential as a

geothermal resource. The salt itself will be a valuable commodity in the

future, and there is growing Interest In sulfide mineralizations in caprock

of Gulf Coast domes. There are only five dozen known salt domes in

Mississippi. The State of Mississippi is concerned about the potential loss

of a valuable commodity should Richton Dome (our largest and one of the

closest to the surface) be removed from beneficial use.

Since the purpose of deep geologic burial of high-level waste is to ensure

permanent disposal, the State of Mississippi questions the wisdom of

considering a site In a geologic anomaly such as a salt dome. Geologists
preferentially explore geologic anomalies in search of mineral resources or

knowledge, and can be expected to do so in ihe. future. ..AII.. known or.

suspected salt domes in the Mississippi Interior 'Salt Basin have been;...
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drilled at on into; drilling into domes and to even greater depths along

their flanks is continuing unabated. The probability that the bull's-eye

target of a salt dome would invite future human intrusion should preclude

its consideration as a repository site.

Socioeconomic s

Overall, the Mission Plan shows pervasive technical inadequacies in the

areas of socioeconomic impact assessment. It is worthy of further note

that the "significant results and implications of research and development

programs" presented in Part 11 of Volume I mention geologic, hydrologic,

geochemical and geomechanical research, but none of the research in the

social sciences. The document notes at several points that socioeconomists

find it difficult to make accurate assessments for a period covering 90

years or more -- without noting that It has apparently also proved

difficult for physical scientists to predict whether or not the tanks

holding radioactive wastes would leak within the first 30 years of their

existence, for nuclear engineers to predict the costs of nuclear power

plants during a period of roughly 10 years into the future, or even for

DOE's own managers to foresee the problems that would have been created

'.already In holding to the Department's legally mandated schedule for

repository development. One wonders why socloeconomics would be so

singled out, unless It were out of an Inadequate understanding of the

relationships between the social and other sciences or of the ways in

which the socioeconomic and other Impacts of repository development and

construction are interrelated.

Repository Costs

Chapter 10 of the Mission Plan purports to explain repository costs. It

should be noted at this point that DOE states "However, the estimates

should be recognized to have substantial uncertainty because of possible

future changes in the design of the repositories." In terms of. the amount

of money in the Nuclear Waste Fund to support these. disposal activities,

DOE should have a relatively high degree of -confidence in their cost

projections, not substantial uncertainty. .,. .

A useful addition to Chapter 10 of the Mission.% Plan:.would.be. n.analysis. 5

of monies available through the Nuclear Waste-.Fund..and a comparison of....
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revenues versus expenditures for all of the referenced cases included in

the plan. Referenced cases included implementation of the authorized plan

with no MRS. the improved performance system with no time delays and

the five year and ten year delays.

..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

APR 27 1987

Honorable Gordon J. Humphrey
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Humphrey:

Thank you for your letter of April 3, 1987, transmitting
comments on the Department of Energy' s draft Amendment to
the Mission Plan for the Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management program.

I appreciate your personal participation in this matter and
the time and effort that was put forth in reviewing and
preparing comments on the draft Amendment. We have received
approximately fifty letters offering comments on the draft
and the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management is
in the process of reviewing and considering them. You have
my personal assurance that your comments will receive full
consideration. A comment response document will accompany
the Amendment to the Mission Plan when it is submitted to
Congress this summer; J

As the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management progrim moves
forward in the years to come, the active participation of
Congress, States, affected Indian Tribes and other
interested parties will continue to play a valuable role and
I look forward to working with you and your colleagues.

Sincerely,,

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

II
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WASHINGTON. DC 20510

April 3, 1987

Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive .Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

Re: Draft Mission Plan Amendment
DOE/RW-0128

Dear Mr. Rusche:

In January 1987, the Department of Energy (DOE) issued a
revision of the Mission Plan for the Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management Program. I submit the following comments on
DOE's draft Mission Plan Amendment and the radioactive waste
management program in general.

The foremost objective of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 is to dispose of our nation's high-level radioactive
waste and spent nuclear fuel in a manner that public health
and safety and the environment for all generations will be
adequately protected. Scientists estimate that high-level
nuclear waste will remain dangerously radioactive for more
than 10,000 years. Therefore, any decision concerning the
high-level nuclear waste disposal program must be judged on
its longterm effect on public health and safety.

Technical quality and state and local participation
should never be sacrificed for expediency in DOE's
implementation of the nuclear waste disposal prpgram. If the
program is to be workable, it is essential to improve
interaction with the state, tribal and local authorities and
with the public. DOE's willingness to share information must
be the cornerstone of an effective program. 'As'a
representative of the people of New Hampshire,i I know that
the public lacks confidence in DOE's management of the
nuclear waste program. Therefore, I strongly encourage the
Department to increase its efforts in the area of
consultation and cooperation with the states and the public.

Secretary of Energy John S. Herrington announced his
decision to postpone indefinitely site-specific work on the
second repository program on May 28, 1986. A September 9,
1986 letter which I received from your office explains that,
"When DOE reactivates site-specific work for the second
repository program, in the mid-1990's or much later, those

one Ea"G Soua*st 0r I 7 117 MAW EYa h
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Mr. Ben C. Rusche
April 3, 1987
Page Two

sites proposed in the draft ARR will have no different status
than any other possible sites throughout the entire
country."

Recently, however, Secretary Herrington has stated that
the Department is prepared to return to consideration of the
sites, including a site in New Hampshire, recommended in the
draft Area Recommendation Report. Inconsistent policies such
as this will irrevocably impair DO Es credibility and could
undermine the entire nuclear waste program.

Inasmuch as it is based on the assumption that we need
two repositories, I believe that the draft Amendment should
be revised to reflect accurately DOE's policy, as stated on
May 28, 1986, regarding the second repository. Specifically,
I take exception to the draft Mission Plan Amendment's shift
in policy from that in which site-specific work on a second
repository is indefinitely postponed to that in which
site-specific work will most likely be needed by the "middle
to late 1990s.u Based on the uncertainty of future spent
fuel discharges and the possibility for improved methods of
high-level nuclear waste disposal, any concrete decision
regarding site-specific work on a second repository would be,
in the words of Secretary Herrington, "premature and unsound
fiscal management."

DOE's draft Amendment is based on the need for a second
repository in terms of the arbitrary 70,000 metric ton cap
contained in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. This cap is based
neither on technology nor safety. A second repository is
wholly unnecessary. Technically, there is no reason to limit
the amount of waste in a repository to 70,000 metric tons.
Practically, there are several important reasons not to build
two repositories.

Table E-1, "Summary of Spent Fuel Forecasts by the
Energy Information Administration,," of the draft Amendment
provides concrete evidence that spent fuel discharges from
nuclear power plants are declining. Projections on spent
fuel have decreased dramatically since the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act was enacted in early 1983. In fact, in only 6
years, spent fuel forecasts through 2020 have decreased in
some cases .by more than 40%. This consistent downward trend
in projected spent fuel volumes was the primary reason for
the Secretary of Energy's decision to postpote indefinitely
site-specific work on a second repository.

DOE estimates that $500 million would be saved by 1993
simply by following the second repository plan presented in



Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

APR 1 4 1987

Honorable Booth Gardner
Governor of Washington
Olympia, Washington 98504

Dear Governor Gardner:

At our meeting on December 18, 1986, in Which we discussed the Department of
Energy's invitation to enter into negotiations for a Consultation and
Cocperation Agreement (CC), you provided a proposal for a national conflict
resolution process for the high-level nuclear waste program. Subsequent to our
meeting, you transmitted your proposal to Secretary Herrington.

Ehe Secretary commented on your proposal on January 29, 1987, in testimony
before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. As Secretary
Herrington noted during the hearing, Congress is the "national forum." Your
proposal for a national conflict resolution process is One Which, the Department
believes, Congress would have to address.

It is regrettable that the State of Washington was unable to accept the
Secretary's invitation of Nbvember 19, 1986, to continue our negotiation toward
a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement as provided by the Nucleai Waste Policy
Act of 1982 (the Act). The fact that previous negotiations between the
Department and the State of Washington had already resolkAedmwost issues had made
me personally hopeful that we could conclude an Agreement. I continue to
believe that sudh an Agreement, as envisioned by Congrebs, is the appropriate
vehicle for joint definition of the specific parameters of consultation and
cooperation between the State and the Department. This process, in and of
itself, can serve as the basis for the conflict resolution and consensus
building that we both recognize as critical elements of this important national
program.

As site characterization increases in momentum, I feel that it will be
increasingly important that there be a detailed, formalized set of procedures
upon which the State of Washington and its residents can rely to assure that its
concerns are addressed by the Department. Absent the strong safeguards afforded
by a C&C Agreement, the future of our relationship must rely on the very general
requirements of the Act rather than specifically tailored, negotiated, and well
understood written procedures and commitments. The development of these
procedures could be the must important action we could take toward engendering
the type of constructive relationship between the State And the Department that
is vital to the success of the program.
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Our invitation to begin negotiations remains open, and I, urge you to reconsider
the State's position. Please accept my assurance of our willingness to
collaborate in any manner that falls within the framework of the Act. I know
that you are personally committed to finding a solution to the nuclear waste
problem, and we intend to keep the door open to every future opportunity to work.
together.

Sincerely, I

ten C. Rjsche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management,

I

I i

I

I
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STATE OF WASHNGTON
@PC9 OF tbt 6044I

OLYMPIA

*OOTH GARDNER

December 30, 1986

John Herrington, Secretary
U.S. Department or Energy
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

On December 1I, Den Rusche and I met to discuss the U.S. Department or Energy's request
that the state of Washington begin negotiations for a Consultation and Cooperntion (C&C)
Agreement. The purpose of this letter is to respond to your request concerning C&C negotia.
tions and to recommend a course of action which, in my opinion, would substantially incretsc
the likelihood of success for the repository program. , -

rast actions and continuing litigation have created a situation where C&C negotiations, it this
time, are nOt-& reasonable option. I am convinced that ocgotiatlons cannot be successful Until
program credibility is restored, aod that USDOE must take the lead In bringing the program
back on track.

Enclosed is my proposal for a conflict resolution process .- hich could restore credibility to the
program. Rather than wait for the courts to direct that thea selection process start over, I
recommend s parallel approach which takes advantage or the knowledge and experience of
those who have been involved in the process and those interested parties having a stake In the
outcome. My proposal could lead to a mid-course correction which would be consistent with
the basic premises of the Act. i believc it makes sense to do this now rather than wait until
the process Is stopped by the courts.

This proposal has been reviewed in depth by the Washington Stitc Nuclear Waste Board and
Advisory Council, and they strongly endorse this approach. I ask that you also review and
seriously consider my proposal. Please contact Curtis Escihels or my start or Warren Bishop,
Chair of thc Nuclear Waste Board, for more detailed inrormation.

oth Gardner - '
* Governor -~v:o-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -< .. ; H

. _ . _

ccr. Isel Ituschc -_. _
* . R4ULS 1,awrence . -ike ;

*warres Bishop ' -'
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NATIONAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCESS:
A PROPOSED COURSE OF ACTION

We now have four years of experience implementing the rcpository site selection process
contained In the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The process is in disarray, subject to numer.
ous well founded lawsuits, and unlikely to progress in the tear fiuturc. It is time for a
mid-course correction, similar to the action recently taken by Congress to put the low.
level waste siting process back on the right track. We must take advantage or-the knowl.
edge and experieace gained by the participants in the site selection process. We need a
*oturn to define the parameters of the mid-course correction. With this in mind, we Pro.'
pose the following course of action:

I. We urge USDOE to take the lead in organizing and funding a national connlict
resolution process aimed at developing a proposal for a mid-course correction to the
high-level waste repository program.

2. Implementation or the process would be conducted, not by USDOE, but by a skilled,
nationally known and respected conflict resolution consultant. .

3. Participants in the process would be representatives of interested and affected
parties, including:

a. USDOE
b. States (aot limited to first round)
c. Tribes
d. Nuclear Utilities
e. Environmental Groups
r. NRC
g. EPA
b. Others, If appropriate

4. As a prerequisite to participation, each participant would acknowledge:

S. A solutioa must be found to the nation's high-level waste disposal problem.

b. There is a need for a comprehensive review of the site selection process to con-
sider and discuss changes which would substantially increase the likelihood of the
Ultimate success of the repository program.

S. As a further prcrequisite to participate, each 4rticipant would make a commitment-

s. To channel their energies toward timely developtett of ta acceptable and
workable solution.

b. Not to divert the intended direction or the process by spending time discussing
who is to blame rnr whetv Z. *a r,..,.*

6. ObjectIves or the process would be to develop the elements of a proposed course of
action which would:

a. Provide for a timely solution to the nuclear utilities' short-term problem.

b. Establish a site selection process designed to provide confidence that the search
will be for the best site, and that selection decisions will be based on credible
ciectific evidence.

If USDOE acknowledges the aeed for a coaseasus-building pewtu and enthusiastically
supports and participates in such a process, there is i strong likelihood that positive
results can be obtained. It makjs good sense to act nojiwe'rktbc . .i .ip3kiFheite" I
s; election process Is broight to a stmsdslill uinder tfc i j I, qk-o t r# ialtC
adversary relationships. W'dA--.u I i



Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

April 23, 1987

Honorable James Sasser
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Sasser:

This is in response to your letter of March 31, 1987, to
Secretary Herrington, concerning the comments of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) which were submitted with the
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) proposal.

Your letter expresses concern that the NRC, without explanation,
did not comment on the Department's study of need as part of its
required review of the MRS proposal and that its failure to do so
was a clear violation of the letter and intent of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (NWPA). You indicated that the Department should
have an answer from the NRC before asking Congress for MRS
authorization and funding.

In response, we wish to make two observations germane to this
issue. First, while the NWPA requires the Department to complete
a detailed study of need and feasibility, it does not require
that this study be included as part of the proposal. The
Department chose to do so to communicate to Congress and others
our reasons for advocating an MRS and our concept of the precise
role that an MRS should fulfill. Second, the NRC quite clearly
stated that in its view, "...Section 141(d) of the NWPA relieves
the Commission of the responsibility for considering the need for
the facility...." We believe that the Department hasf thus fully
discharged its responsibilities in transmitting the NRC comments
with the proposal.

I would like to respond to another issue raised in your letter.
You have re-expressed the concern voiced by many Tennesseans that
the MRS could become a de facto repository. Let me restate that
the foremost goal of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management has been and remains the siting and construction of a
geologic repository for the disposal of high-level radioactive
waste. To assure the people of Tennessee and the public that
construction of the repository remains our highest priority, the
Department's MRS proposal recommends that Congress require

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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certain linkages between the MRS and the repository programs. In
particular, we recommended that Congress limit the storage
capacity at the MRS facility to 15,000 MTU, and that Congress
require the Department to obtain an NRC construction license for
the repository before the MRS facility could become operational.
These or other limitations would establish, by law, assurance
that the MRS would not in any way serve to take the place of a
permanent geologic repository.

We look forward to participating in the congressional
consideration of the MRS proposal.

Sincerely,

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

April 23, 1987

Honorable Albert Gore, Jr.
United Staths Senate i
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Gore:

This is in response to your letter of March 31, 1987, to
Secretary Herrington, concerning the comments of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) which were submitted with the
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) proposal..

Your letter expresses concern that the NRC, without explanation,
did not comment on the Department's study of need as part of its
required review of the MRS proposal and that its failure to do so
was a clear violation of the letter and intent of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (NWPA). You indicated that the Department should
have an answer from the NRC before asking Congress for MRS
authorization and funding.

In response, we wish to make two observations germane to this
issue. First, while the NWPA requires the Department to complete
a detailed study of need and feasibility, it 'does not require
that this study be included as part of the proposal. The
Department chose to do so to communicate to Congress and others
our reasons for advocating an MRS and our concept of the precise
role that an MRS should fulfill. Second, the NRC quite clearly
stated that in its view, n ... Section 141(d) of the NWPA relieves
the Commission of the responsibility for considering the need for
the facility...." We believe that the Department has thus fully
discharged its responsibilities in transmitting the NRC comments
with the proposal.

I would like to respond to another issue raised, in your letter.
You have re-expressed the concern voiced by many Tennesseans that
the MRS could become a de facto repository. Let me restate that
the foremost goal of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management has been and remains the siting and construction of a
geologic repository for the disposal of high-level radioactive
waste. To assure the people of Tennessee and the public that
construction of the repository remains our highest priority, the
Department's MRS proposal recommends that Congress require
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certain linkages between the MRS and the repository programs. In
particular, we recommended that Congress limit the storage
capacity at the MRS facility to 15,000 MTU, and that Congress
require the Department to obtain an NRC construction license for
the repository before the MRS facility could become operational.
These or other limitations would establish, by law, assurance
that the MRS would not in any way serve to take the place of a
permanent geologic repository.

We look forward to participating in the congressional
consideration of the MRS proposal.

Sincerely,

en C. Rusche, Director
Office of'Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

K>



United States Punate
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

March 31, 1987

Secretary John S. Herrington
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

The Supreme Court's decision not to hear the Tennessee
v. Herrington lawsuit by no means lays to rest the various
concerns about the legality of the Department of Energy's
siting procedures. We feel that there are continuing and
very serious legal questions about the manner in which the
Department is carrying out its statutory responsibilities
under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

The Act-is quite specific in its stipulations. It
requires that "the Secretary shall complete a detailed study
of the need for and feasibility of, and shall submit to the
Congress a proposal for, the construction of . .
monitored retrievable storage facilities . . . In
formulating such proposal, the Secretary shall consult with
the [Nuclear Regulatory] Commission and the Administrator [of
the Environmental Protection Agency], and shall'submit their
comments on such proposal to the Congress at the time such
proposal is submitted." 42 U.S.C. 10161(b) (l)-(3).

It is apparent from an examination of the NRC's review
of the DOE proposal to Congress, NUREG-1168, that the NRC
failed to provide DOE with comments on the "need" for an MRS.
In fact, the NRC, without explaining the basis of its action,
has explicitly disregarded the requirements of the Act,
stating in its staff evaluation of the MRS probosal that "the
NRC is neutral on the question of the need for at MRS."

Again, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act is unequivocal on
the point that DOE may not submit its MRS proposal to
Congress unless and until it can submit the NRC's comments on
the need for MRS "at the tinie such proposal is submitted."
Id. at 10161(b)(3).

We must observe that the question of "need" is the very
one that must be most searchingly explored before an MRS is
authorized and funded. Not only is there doubt about the
need for pre-packaging spent fuel, there is also doubt about
whether a facility expressly dedicated to re-packaging is
either prudent or necessary. 000977

K>
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March 31, 1987
Page 2

Certainly the 'need" issue goes to the heart of the
concerns of our constituents in Tennessee. Many Tennesseans
are convinced, as we are convinced, that the Department of
Energy is pursuing a course that will ultimately'result in a
de-facto final repository in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. If the
real "need" for an MRS is based on the probability that a
final repository will never be sited and completed, then the
DOE should say so and the NRC should concur in that
justification.

All of those consideration point toward one conclusion.
The Department of Energy should have an answer from NRC
concerning the fundamental question of need before it asks
Congress for MRS authorization and funding.

In that context, the cursory dismissal by the NRC of its
obligation to provide a detailed, substantive assessment of
the need for an MRS is a clear violation of the letter and
intent.of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. As such, it is
simply unacceptable.

We urge.both the EPA and the NRC to live up to their
statutory responsibilities. We would appreciate your prompt
attention to these crucial matters.

4 > Sincerely, 7

*i r .. Albert Gore Jr.
United States Senator United.States Senator

/
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss activities related to site characterization of candidate

sites for the Nation's first geologic repository for spent

nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.,

I will focus my testimony on site characterization plans,

the strategy for resolving technical issues'raised by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) during site characterization, plans

for interacting with the National Academy of Sciences during site

characterization and our strategy for assuring technical

excellence through each step.

On May 28, 1986, the President approved the Secretary of

Energy's recommendation of three sites for characterization as

candidates for the Nlation's first geologic repository for spent

fuel and high-level waste. The three sites are:, the Yucca

Mountain site in Nevada, the Deaf Smith County site in Texas and

the Hanford site in the State of Washington. '

This was a major milestone in implementation of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) and marked the beginning of the

site characterization phase. Reaching this stage of

determination permits us to proceed to investigate thoroughly,

evaluate and compare geologic, environmental, transportation and

safety factors at each of the three sites. ,

Prior to the nomination and recommendation of sites for

characterization and through extensive field studies and analysis

of tens of thousands of pages of documentation, DOE determined

1
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that all of the 9 potentially acceptable sites formally

identified in February 1983 were qualified for further study

based on the siting guidelines developed and concurred in by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

The selection of sites for nomination and recommendation was

borne out of an extensive technical effort through which draft

environmental assessments were prepared on each of the 9

potentially acceptable sites to analyze and evaluate available

data relevant to the suitability of sites. A subsequent analysis

entitled, lMultiattribute Utility Analysis of 'Sites Nominated for

Characterization for the First Radioactive Waste Repository -- A

Decision-Aiding Methodology (DOE/RW-0074), was developed and

finalized by DOE to aid in gaining insight into the attributes of

the five nominated sites. The suitability andapplication of

this methodology was reviewed and commented oh by the National

Academy of Sciences.

The decision-aiding methodology was a refinement of one of

several methods proposed in the draft environmental assessments

in 1984. It utilized the data and analyses in the environmental

assessments in a decision process that allowed dtsaggregation of,

a complex.set of objectives into component parts for evaluation

and then reaggregation to determine both a composite ranking of

the nominated sites and additional significait information

relevant to determining an initial order of preference.

In addition, DOE considered the provisions in the siting

guidelines for diversity of geohydrologic settings and diversity

of rock types in arriving at a final order ofpreference. Based

on these considerations, the Secretary determined that the set of
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three sites for recommendation as candidate sites for

characterization consisted of those which he recommended to the

President. In addition, pursuant to the requirements of Section

114(f) of the NWPA, the Secretary made a preliminary

determination that those three sites are suitable for development

as geologic repositories consistent with the siting guidelines.

NRC has subsequently provided comments'on the site

selections, but while numerous concerns have been identified by

NRC staff relative to each site, their concerns are of the nature

anticipated at any site for which the existing database is

limited. Such concerns we believe can only be addressed through

the characterization process which was wisely established by the

NWPA. The process began formally with the President's decision

of selection of sites.

The purpose of site characterization is to collect the

extensive geologic and environmental data that are necessary to,

evaluate the suitability of a site for development as a

repository; to develop site-specific designs both for a

repository and for the waste package to be emplaced in the

repository; to prepare an environmental impact statement; and to

develop the information necessary for a construction
. i

authorization for a repository from NRC.

Site characterization will take five-to-seven years,

depending on the site. It consists of surface-based field

studies, construction of an exploratory shaft facility and the

detailed tests conducted below surface in that facility.

Surface-based field studies involve data collection

activities, such as geologic mapping, seismic surveys and



hydrologic studies, as well as subsurface investigations

conducted by deep and shallow boreholes that will be used for

groundwater monitoring, core extraction, laboratory testing, and

stratigraphic, tectonic, geochemical and geohydrologic studies.

Site characterization will also involve studies conducted in

the candidate host rock in exploratory-shaft facilities.

Exploratory shaft facilities provide access to detailed study of

the potential host rock and will consist of,

(1) two exploratory shafts that will provide for access to

the host rock, for the transport of people and equipment and for

ventilation:'

(2) underground testing areas; and,

(3) surface facilities needed to support construction and

testing.

Exploratory shafts will be sunk to approximately the level

where the underground facilities of a repository would be built

-- 1,000 to 4,000 feet below surface depending on the site. At

this level, the shafts will be connected to one another and to

underground testing areas. The shafts and the underground

testing areas will be used to conduct tests and make observations

and measurements of site conditions. The surface-based tests

will continue during the construction of exploratory shafts and

will be continued in the exploratory shaft facility.

Although we had planned to begin exploratory shaft

construction at one or two of the sites this fiscal year,

Congress, in the appropriation for the waste program for Fiscal

Year 1987, specified that no funds are to belused for drilling

any exploratory shaft at any site in FY 1987. However, Congress



did allow for site-specific work, other than exploratory shaft

drilling, to be conducted at reduced funding levels.

The current activities at or related specifically to each of

the candidate sites, include the following:

o At the Nevada site, land access is being pursued with

other Federal agencies.

o At Washington, site plans are proceeding for hydrology

tests that will begin prior to initiation of exploratory shaft

drilling.

o At the site in Texas, DOE is proceeding with its plans

for obtaining access to the land, and has established an office

of about 10 DOE and contractor personnel from our DOE Columbus,

Ohio, Salt Office. Unlike the Nevada and Washington candidate

sites, there has been no DOE office for this program located near

the site or in the State.

Site Characterization Plans

Another major effort associated with site characterization

is the preparation of a plan for characterizing each site. This

plan--called a site characterization plan (SCP) is a major and

intensive effort. The scope and magnitude of this effort can be

gauged from the site-characterization plans now being prepared

for publication: in each plan, the description of the

characterization program alone covers several thousand pages.

Copies of each draft chapter are being shared with NRC, the

States, and Indian Tribes as they become available.

The NWPA requires that such a plan for any candidate site be

prepared,, made available to the public, and that a public hearing

be held by DOE in the vicinity of a candidate site before

5
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K.> proceeding to sink the exploratory shafts at'the site.

The SCPs are key documents and of major importance to States,

Indian Tribes and the public -- as well as to NRC and to us.

The SCPs will provide a thorough status of what is known

about the sites, describe the conceptual designs for the

repository and waste package, identify necessary additional

information requirements and present plans for obtaining all

such information that is needed to support siting,

licensing and design. The DOE is currently' engaged in an

intensive effort of development and review of the SCPs for all

three repository sites. This development is proceeding extremely

well and is leading to extensive and high quality documents which

carefully detail the logic for the data collection'and evaluation

K.> procedures that will be needed to assure careful site

characterization. The SCPs follow the Issues Hierarchy and issue

resolution strategy approach briefly outlined, in the Draft

Mission Plan Amendment, (DOE/RW-0128), January, 1987, and covered

in greater detail in the Issues Hierarchy, For A Mined Geologic

Disposal System, (OGR/B-10), September 1986. The intensive

effort underway will lead to issuance of the SCPs for the Nevada

and Washington sites late this summer or early fall and for the

Texas site early next year.

There is intense interest in the SCPs, because they will

guide DOE during the site characterization phase until a license

application is submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The SCPs and periodic progress reports that DOE will be making,

will have a crucial role in interactions with the NRC, and as

I



vehicles for presenting information to the States, Indian Tribes,

Congress, utilities and the public.

With regard to resolution of technical issues, the SCPs have

been written using the SCP Annotated Outline (Annotated Outline

for Site Characterization, Revision 1, OGR/B-5, March 1987) and

the Issues Hierarchy in a manner to identify the issues and

provide a rationale for their resolution. These issues are

addressed in detail in the SCPs. While preparing the SCPs, DOE

has met with NRC, States and Indian Tribes and reached agreement

on the scope, content and approach being used for the SCP. In

addition, a meeting was held with the NRC in May 1986, in which

agreement was reached on the level of detail to provide in the

SCPs.

To assure that critical issues are being addressed, a number

of technical meetings with the NRC on selected topics have been

held or are being planned for the near future. Meetings have

been held with NRC, States and Indian Tribes to discuss the DOE

Issues Hierarchy and performance allocation process, the

geohydrology testing program for the Hanford site before

construction of the exploratory shaft and proposed changes to the

exploratory shaft facility at the Yucca Mountain site.

The technical issues raised appropriately by the NRC staff

through their comments on the Environmental Assessments are being

carefully and systematically considered by DOE in developing the

issue resolution strategies contained in the SCPs.

Technical Issues raised by NRC

Resolution of specific technical issues, raised by the NRC

staff is expected to occur through a wide range of frequent

7'



interactions with NRC, the States and Indian Tribes. These will

include review of Topical Study Plans, topical reports containing

site data and results of design and performance analyses,

meetings on topical issues, on site observation of testing and

technical coordinating group meetings. In addition to ongoing

interactions between the States and Indian Tribes, semiannual

progress reports will be used to keep the NRC staff and others

informed as to the status of DOE plans and progress being made

during site characterization, including progress toward

resolution of technical issues, and will act as a directory to

all the various technical reports which will be issued during.

site characterization.

After issuance, the SCPs will be reviewed by the NRC

staff and affected parties and public hearings will be held and

comments requested. The NRC has also agreed informally to

provide early comments of any exploratory-shaft related concerns;.

and, finally, NRC will provide detailed analysis and comment in

their Site Characterization Analysis report which will represent

a comprehensive statement of the technical issues ofconcern to

NRC. The DOE is committed to consider all comments received and

issue a comment response document.

DOE will report on its site characterization program through

the semiannual progress reports. It is anticipated that meetings

on difficult topical issues will be held frequently with NRC,

States and Indian Tribes as data collection proceeds, and DOE

expects that NRC wiil review and provide comments on topical

reports and other material provided by DOE for technical

meetings. DOE will consider all comments and will attempt to



reach closure on technical issues throughout the period of site

characterization. DOE will document closure on technical issues

in the semiannual progress reports. DOE will assure that all

interactions are of the highest technical quality and that input

from all technical experts is carefully evaluated and that the

public is kept informed of progress.

Interactions with Panels of the National Academy of Sciences

With regard to interactions with panels of the National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) Board, the NAS Executive Commission

recently approved and submitted to DOE a formal proposal to

establish three site-specific panels to overview site

characterization activities. DOE welcomes the opportunity to

continue to receive the recommendations of the NAS. The DOE

currently interacts with the NAS on topical issues, for example,

The National Committee for Rock Mechanics, and will continue to

encourage this interaction. We will be working closely with the

HAS to assure that they have the information required to develop

and implement their scope of work for their independent technical

review. We will develop procedures in conjunction with the NAS

that will assure that their appointed site-specific panels have
,

timely and complete access to all plans and data available. We

will also provide for routine meetings and briefings as requested

by HAS on individual site-specific topical issues. NAS panel

comments will be fully addressed as site characterization

activities proceed.

Technical Excellence

Assuring technical excellence during all aspects of the site

characterization process is the central focus of DOE's efforts.

9
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DOE is preparing the SCPs using state-of-the art procedures, such

as the Issues Hierarchy and performance allocation process, and

issues resolution strategy. The SCPs are being prepared by

technical experts who are being required to think through the

complete rationale for the process leading to the need for

specific data. These plans are being reviewed by

a major DOE headquarters task force and by independent peer

reviewers under a formal quality assurance process to assure the

technical integrity of the test program. As discussed, these

plans will undergo very extensive review by NRC, affected parties

.and others, and their comments will be evaluated and incorporated

as appropriate.

The DOE plans to maintain this high level of review

throughout the completion of study plans, test procedures,

semiannual progress reports and laboratory, field and design

activities.. The procedures, summarized earlier, that we are

putting in place, which include independent peer reviews within

DOE, external peer reviews by NAS and frequent and extensive

interaction with NRC, the States and Indian Tribes through

meetings, technical coordinating groups and hearings, assure

the technical excellence of the program through each step of the

process. We are confident that the process we have in place

will lead to the highest quality site characterization effort

possible.

Mr. chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would be happy

to try to answer any specific questions you/or members of the

Subcommittee may have at this time.

I.I
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

testify on the transportation of radioactive materials. I am

Lake Barrett, the Director of the Division of Transportation

and Waste Systems within the Department of Energy's Office of

Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM). In my remarks

I will review the OCRWM transportation program, focusing

primarily on policies and initiatives that pertain to the

legislative proposals of S. 833, S. 1008, and S. 1269.

First, however, I would like to discuss the role of my office

in relation to that of other Federal agencies and State,

Tribal and local governments.

Role and Responsibility of OCRWM

Under provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

(NWPA) and other Federal statutes, the transportation of

radioactive waste is a responsibility shared'by several Federal

agencies. In addition, State, Tribal, and local governments have

authorities and obligations in regulating the transport of waste.

The Federal perspective is necessarily one of ensuring a

transportation system that protects the welfare of the Nation as

a-whole. The States, Tribes, and localities have

responsibilities of a more regional or local nature that affect

their positions. The challenge in working together is to strike

a responsible balance in ensuring a national transportation

system that is safe, efficient, and equitable while fully

respecting regional and local concerns.
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The NWPA, assigned to the Department of Energy (DOE) the

primary responsibility for the development and operation of a

national system for the management and disposal of spent fuel and

high-level radioactive waste and created the OCRWI to carry out

the associated program functions. An essential element of the

prospective disposal system is the capability to transport the

waste from its point of origin or temporary storage to a geologic

repository. The objective of the transportation program is to

ensure that activities are performed in a safe, secure, and cost-

effective manner, in accordance with all applicable laws and

regulations, and in a way that fosters public understanding and

ac0eptance of program goals.

The existing DOE transportation programs for shipping

noncommercial nuclear materials, centralized within the Office of

Defense Programs, provides a source of expertise for operations,

policy and procedures, and research and development. The OCRWM

is building on this foundation, taking the additional NWPA

requirements and considerations into account.

As directed by the NWPA, the OCRWH will establish a

transportation system that functions within the existing

regulatory system. The Department of Transportation (DOT) and

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) are the primary Federal

agencies involved in the regulation of radioactive waste

K'
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transportation. The OCRWM recognizes that successful

implementation of its program will depend, in large measure, on

conscientious compliance with the relevant regulations and

orders promulgated by these agencies. The OCRWN interacts with.

the DOT and NRC on a regular basis to ensure that transportation

activities are coordinated and that all applicable regulatory

requirements will be met.

Integrated System Development

In establishing the NWPA transportation system, a program

strategy that synchronizes institutional activities with

technical development is being utilized. The technical program

is divided primarily into three categories oi effort: (1)

development of the cask and related hardware in which the nuclear

spent fuel and high-level radioactive wastes will be shipped; (2)

acquisition of the facilities, equipment and services needed to

operate the transportation system; and (3) system studies of.

transportation costs/risks and other factors to assist in

facility-siting decisions and the definition of a safe and

efficient transport system.

Complementing the technical activities, the OCRWX has

initiated a strong program of institutional interactions as

described in the Transportation Institutional Plan (DOE/RW-0094).

A transportation communication network, whose members will

K>
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participate in establishing the system for shipping waste under

provisions of the NWPA, has been identified. Six major groups

constitute the network: (1) Federal, State, Indian Tribal, and

local governments; (2) the electric utilities; (3) the

transportation industry, (4) special interest groups; (5) the

media; and (6) the public at large. The interaction between the

OCRWM and the other members of the network will generally fall

into three categories: information exchange, involvement in the

program planning process, and management of specific issues.

It is the third category of interaction -- the management of

issues -- that is the focus of this hearing. Many of the

concerns that are being addressed in the OCRWM program are

identical to concerns that have motivated the legislative

proposals contained in S. 1008, S. 833, and S. 1269.

Accordingly, the remainder of my remarks will describe DOE

activities and initiatives in several areas that address our

mutual concerns.

Emergency Preparedness and Response.

Emergency response to transportation accidents is currently

an issue of great interest, and one that is addressed in

both S. 1008 and S. 1269. Without doubt, a major goal in the

area of radioactive waste transportation is to ensure that those

who are responding to emergency situations are well prepared to

% i
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fulfill their responsibilities. The vast majority of the

technical community believes that the shipping casks used in the

transport of radioactive waste provide adequate protection to the

public and environment, even under severe accident conditions --

and this perception is certainly supported by an excellent safety

record.

The task of providing an effective response system is a

shared one. State and local governments have primary

responsibility for implementing measures at the scene of a

accident to protect life, property, and the environment. In

addition, considerable Federal assistance is available to support

their efforts. The Federal Emergency Management Agency. (FEMA) is

responsible for coordinating the civil emergency planning,

management, mitigation, and assistance functions of the Federal

agencies.

The DOE component of the Federal response capability has the

primary responsibility to provide technical personnel and

equipment to perform radiation monitoring and evaluation

activities in the event of any accident involving radioactive

transportation. DOE has eight emergency response regions

nationwide supported by numerous experts ready to respond to

accidents. This capability can be mobilized within two hours of
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notification and at a scene anywhere in the cortinental United

States within several additional hours. In the interim, expert

assistance can be provided to the on-scene responders via

telecommunication.

The DOE has also been active in the area of emergency

response training. Emergency response workshops are conducted

around the country on a regularly scheduled basis. Training

includes first responder actions related to both general

hazardous and radioactive material shipments. To date, over

5,000 people in 39 states have received DOE emergency training.

To reinforce and enhance existing emergency preparedness and

response capabilities, a number of additional activities are

planned:

- continued cooperative efforts of the FEMA, the DOE, and other

Federal agencies to provide written guidanqe to States, Indian

Tribes and local governments for emergency response planning;

-,working with State, Indian Tribes, and local governments to

delineate emergency response duties and promote the development

of coordinated emergency response plans:

the development of a comprehensive summary of the Department's

emergency response requirements and procedures; and
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- the review of emergency response capabilities and needs at the

State, Tribal, and local levels preliminary to appropriate

OCRWI responsive actions.

Advance Notification of Shipments

Another issue raised in the proposed legislation (S. 1008,

Section 315 (4)) relates to the imposition by States and Indian

Tribes of regulations on advance notification of shipments.

The DOE has recently approved a new policy on prenotification

of radioactive shipments identical to the requirements for NRC

licensees. The DOE will now provide 7-day advance written

notification for all unclassified shipments of spent fuel and

high-level radioactive waste. This notification will be provided

to each State along the shipping route. Procedures for this new

policy are being finalized and will be implemented in the near

future. In addition to advance notification, the DOE is also

developing a real-time satellite tracking system which will

provide shipping information including maps displaying shipment

locations, bill of lading information, and emergency response

actions.

Designation of Alternate Routes

The proposed legislation (S. 1008, Section 315 (5)) also

calls for State and Indian Tribal designation of alternate
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routes. Under existing DOT regulations for highway route

contrOlled quantities of radioactive materials, carriers must use

preferred.highway routes selected to minimize the time in

transit. Preferred routes consist of (1) an Interstate System

highway, with the use of an Interstate System bypass or beltway

around cities when available; and.(2) alternative routes selected

by a "State routing agency in accordance with DOT guidelines."

Indian Tribal authorities having police powers to regulate and

enforce highway-routing requirements are included in the

definition of "State routing agency" and may designate

alternative highway routes within their lands. Route designation

by State and Tribal governments must be preceded by substantive

consultation with any other affected jurisdictions (including

local jurisdictions) to ensure the consideration of all impacts

and the continuity of designated routes.

Therefore, under DOT regulations, the State and Indian Tribes

already have the authority to designate alternatives to the

Interstate highways for the transportation of spent nuclear fuel

and high-level waste. Upon request, the OCRWM will provide

technical assistance to States and Indian Tribes for the

evaluation and designation of routes through such mechanisms as--

o Providing access to a highway-routing model maintained by

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

o Providing access to DOE computer codes to estimate the risk

K> associated with waste transportation, and
/
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o Providing access to DOE computer codes developed to derive

transportation-cost estimates.

TheOCRWH will work with States and Indian Tribes on both an

individual and regional basis to provide access to future codes

developed for transportation analyses and to determine other

forms of technical assistance that may be appropriate.

Inspection and Enforcement

The OCRWH has frequently encountered concerns regarding

inspection of radioactive shipments. When conducting shipments

of radioactive waste (generated in national defense or R&D

activities), the DOE performs its own inspections of the cask and

transportation vehicles. In many instances, DOE inspections are

supplemented by DOT and NRC inspections. The enforcement

procedures of the DOE are specified in contractor agreements and

include theT suspension and termination of contracts to penalize

contractors for noncompliance.

In determining procedures for inspections of shipments of

spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste to a repository, the

OCRWM is looking at several initiatives. One option that could

significantly enhance operations is the development of

reciprocal inspection arrangements among States and Indian

Tribes. Pursuant to this objective, the OCRWH has signed a

t
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cooperative agreement with the Commercial Vehicle Safety

Allianfe (CVSA), an organization of State and Provincial

governmental agencies in the United States and Canada dedicated

to improvement of commercial vehicle safety. Under provisions of this

agreement, 'the CVSA is developing proposed uniform safety

inspection criteria for motor vehicles used to transport spent

nuclear fuel to a 1WPA facility. The CVSA has established a

similar system for uniform, reciprocal inspections of highway

shipments by general motor carriers, and related standards have

now been adopted by over 40 States.

Conclusion

In summary, I believe the Nation is best,served by a

national, uniform, comprehensive regulatory system for the

transport of radioactive materials. Assurandes'should be made,

however, that State, Tribal, and local concerns are appropriately

accommodated within that framework.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my statement'for the record. I

would be happy to respond to any questions concerning either the

OCRWM program or how our activity relates to the proposed

legislation being addressed in this hearing.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss the Department of Energy's (DOE) proposal for Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MRS).

In our proposal, we recommend that Congress:

o Approve the construction of an MRS facility at Clinch

River near Oak Ridge, Tennessee;

o Limit the storage capacity at the MRS facility to

15,000 metric tons of spent fuel;

o Preclude waste acceptance by the MRS facility until a

construction authorization for the first repository is

received from the NRC;

0 Direct DOE to implement measures responsive to the

concerns and recommendations of the State and local

governments;'and

o Direct DOE to implement the.program 1plan accompanying

.the proposal. I

Before addressing several of the salient issues surrounding

this proposal, I would like to provide relevant background

information.

BACKGROUND

Section 141 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA)

directs DOE to complete a detailed study of the need for and

feasibilityof, and to submit to Congress a proposal for, the

construction of one or more MRS facilities for'spent nuclear fuel

and high-level radioactive waste.

l~~~~~~~~~~
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In addition, section 220 of the NWPA 'requires DOE to submit

to Congress a report describing the research and development

activities the secretary considers necessary to develop the

proposal required in section 141. The NWPA required that this

report be submitted to Congress not later than 6 months after the

date of enactment of the NWPA. In June 1983, DOE submitted this

report to Congress, which concluded that the MRS proposal could be

prepared using currently mature engineering and design practices

without additional research and development.

In December 1984, DOE initiated efforts to examine MRS as an

option for storage of spent fuel. DOE considered a variety of

alternative system configurations and focused on three in detail.

These configurations were:

(1) a deep geologic repository only, without an MRS

facility;

(2) a repository with an integral MRS fability; and,

(3) a repository with a backup MRS facility.

DOE concluded that an MRS facility, as an integral part of

the nuclear waste management system, would significantly improve

system operations and the timely deployment of key systems

functions. This approach is significantly different from the

concept of the MRS as a backup facility. An MRS facility as part

of an integrated system could perform spent fuel preparation and

packaging functions at a central location before shipment to a

repository for permanent disposal.

Attachment A represents the functions of the MRS in the

waste disposal system. Performance of these'futhctions at an MRS

facility centrally located to the majority of the commercial

2



generators of spent fuel could contribute significantly to

overall systems efficiency and timeliness while reducing the

total shipment miles. The east-central or southeastern part of

the country is central to the majority of nuclear generators and,

therefore, the area in which possible candidate sites could be

considered.

At approximately the same time, DOE also began its process

of screening to identify candidate sites for the proposed MRS

facility. This process began with the knowledge of the one major

difference between MRS facilities and deep, geologic

repositories: MRS facilities, unlike deep, geologic

repositories, would be surface facilities and would depend on

engineered systems and equipment for the containment of the

radioactive material. This makes the safety of such a facility

largely independent of the natural characteristics of a site.

Thus, suitable MRS sites could be found throughout the country.

Attachment B presents an artist's concept of the possible

layout for an MRS facility, which would be a surface facility.

The MRS facility, as proposed by the Department, would receive

and prepare spent fuel for emplacement in a geologic repository.

The principal waste preparation functions would be spent-fuel

consolidation and loading into repository-specific canisters.

Being uniform in size and free of surface cpntamination with

radioactive material, these canisters would facilitate handling,

shipping and further preparation at the reppsitory.

Consolidation would be performed by extracting the spent fuel

rods from the hardware that holds them together in assemblies and

rearranging them in a tighter array for greater efficiency in

3
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storage, handling, transportation and disposal. Besides the

packaging functions of the MRS, the facility would also be

capable of storing a limited amount (15,000 metric tons) of

packaged spent fuel in a storage field.

The preferred storage concept is the sealed storage cask

shown in Attachment C. The sealed storage cask is cylindrical

with steel reinforced concrete walls, a concrete shield plug, a

carbon steel cavity liner and a carbon steel lid. The outside

diameters of the sealed storage cask designs are 12 feet except

for the top 36 inches, which is stepped to 12.7 feet to provide a

circumferential lifting surface. The exterior height of a sealed

storage cask is 22 feet. The equipment and operations used in

sealed storage cask loading/emplacement operations are

illustrated in Attachment D.

Because suitable sites can be found throughout the country,

DOE considered factors other than geology in screening these

numerous possible sites:

(1) location to minimize total shipment miles;

(2) ability to judge the suitability of the site for

development of a nuclear facility:

(3) sufficient available acreage;

(4) potential to compete with known land use, environmental

or other public objectives; and,

(5) sites at which an MRS facility could be most

successfully constructed.

In the first level of screening, DOE sought to identify the

geographic region within which location of an MRS facility would

minimize total shipment-miles for spent fuel transported through

4



the MRS to a repository. DOE concluded that siting an MRS

facility in the East Central region of theUnited States would

lower total shipment-miles to and from the MRS facility to within

20% of the lowest achievable and wis preferable under the

numerous system logistics 6ptions considered by DOE.

Within the East Central region, DOE applied its next two

screening factors, the ability to judge the suitability of the

site for development of a nuclear facility and suitable acreage.

DOE chose to consider those sites within the preferred region,

which were either sites docketed with the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) for development of production and utilization

facilities, or lands owned by DOE and used for nuclear

activities. The rational for using this selection factor was the

very high quality of publicly available data on the suitability

of-these sites for nuclear development.

using searches of public literature, searches of the NRC

public document room, and professional knowledge of individual

sites, DOE identified 37 sites, 6 owned by DOE and 31 docketed

with NRC within the preferred region. These 37 sites were

located in 12 different states.

DOE next applied the requirement that the site have 1100

acres available on which to construct and operate an MRS. This

factor reduced the number of potential sites to 11 sites in 6

states.

The 11 sites were further evaluated, drawing on materials

available from public sources. DOE considered eight factors

which affected a site's potential for development of an MRS

facility:

5
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(1) ease of regulatory compliance;

(2) existing environmental setting;

(3) geotechnical site considerations;

(4) socioeconomic setting:

(5) institutional and administrative structure of the statei

(6) local and regional transportation characteristics:.

(7) access to physical infrastructure: and,

(8) capital cost of construction.-

Based on this information, in April 1985, DOE issued two

reports documenting its analyses and identitied three candidate.

sites expected to be included in the proposal to Congress. The

reports are entitled:

o The Need for and. Feasibility of Monitored Retrievable

Storage: A Preliminary Analysis;'

o Screening and Identification of Sites For a Proposed

Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility:

The three sites identified are in Tennessee: The Clinch

River Breeder Reactor site, owned by the Tennessee Valley

Authority,, as the preferred site: the DOE Oak Ridge Reservation;

and the Hartsville Nuclear Plant site.

In December 1985, a draft proposal, including an

environmental assessment and a program plan, was prepared for

submittal to Congress early in 1986. Copiesf'of the draft

proposal were sent to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

and NRC for comment, as specified in the NWPA. Concurrently,

copies were also provided to the State of Tennessee for comment.

. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TRANSMITTAL OF THE PROPOSAL

The Department had intended to submit the proposal in

February 1986, .but was enjoined from doing so by the U.S.

District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee in litigation

filed by the State of Tennessee. The Department uubsequently

appealed and received a favorable decision from the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Sixth Circuit overturning the injunction. That

decision, in turn, was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court by the

State of Tennessee. The Supreme Court denied certiorari and the

Department, having overcome these legal impediments, formally

submitted the proposal to Congress on March 31, 1987.

The proposal consists of 3 volumes and, in accordance with

the NWPA, it includes the proposal itself (Volume I); an

environmental assessment (Volume 2) that examines the three

alternative sites and six site-and-design combinations; and, a

program plan (Volume 3) that includes plans for funding and

for integrating the MRS facility into DOE's waste management

system. Site-specific designs, specifications and cost estimates

are included by reference in Volumes 2 and ;. Also provided are

comments by NRC and EPA, Formal comments frok the State of

Tennessee, indicating former Governor Alexander's general

opposition to the MRS, were received by DOE and were included.

In addition, Governor McWherter's position an DOE's proposal,

that reaffirms former Governor Alexander's opposition, were also

included.

Included in the State of Tennessee cbmments are those from

the Clinch River MRS Task Force of local officials and citizens

from the City of Oak Ridge and from Roane County, Tennessee.
. .
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This Task Force endorsed the proposal for location of the MRS at

the preferred site provided the proposal met certain conditions

that the Department believes it has met. Subsequent to the

preparation of the proposal and receipt of the State of Tennessee

comments, the Department received a report from officials within

Morgan County, Tennessee who had studied the prospect of locating

the MRS in Morgan County and concluded that Morgan County should

be the preferred site for the MRS. The Morgan County report and

its recommendations and proposal to the Department are also

enclosed for consideration by the Congress. Comprehensive

environmental and other site-specific studies would be required

to evaluate the Morgan County sites or any other sites not

already considered by DOE.

Since the MRS proposal was prepared over a year ago, the

Department has revised its estimate of when the first geologic

repository can be operational from 1998 to 2003, as presented in

the January 1987 draft Amendment to the June 1985 Mission Plan.

The MRS will allow the Department to begin receiving waste by

1998. Regarding'the draft Amendment, Volume 1 (The Proposal) and

Volume 3 (The Program Plan) of the MRS proposal submission have

been updated to reflect the impact of proposed programmatic and

technical data base changes that have been developed by the

Department since the proposal was originally prepared. In

addition, a summary analysis of the effects of 'the above changes

on Volume 2 (The Environmental Assessment) is included with that
I '

volume. The revised volumes and the summary analysis were also

reviewed with EPA and NRC staff.

. .~~~~~~~~~
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SAFETY DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE AN ISSUE

The MRS uses technology and techniques for remote handling

or radioactive spent fuel which DOE and the nuclear industry all

over the world have been using safely for many years. In our

transmittal of the MRS proposal to Congress, we included comments

by NRC, EPA and the State of Tennessee, also concluding that the

facility can be safely constructed and operated.

NRC AND EPA COMMENTS

The NRC limited its comments to its role as a regulatory

agency and include the following:

"Siting - The preferred site identified by DOE for the MRS is

* the site of the former Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant,

which has already been shown to be a qualified site from the

standpoint of public health and safetyfor a. nuclear power

plant. Moreover, based an present information, the staff

knows of no information which would disqualify the alternate

sites. DOE, however, has recognized the need for further

investigations and evaluation of the designated site as

related to the particular characteristics of the MRS

design."

"Desiqn - The MRS conceptual design appears reasonable from

the standpoint of public health and safety. Although an in-

depth review would be required before the facility could be

licensed, it appears from the conceptual design that each

requirement in 10 CFR Part 72 can be met."

9
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"Cask Certification - DOE must design a safe and reliable

transport system, including durable transport equipment.

You have indicated that transport casks developed under

NWPA for transporting commercial spent fuel to a repository

will be certified by NRC. Based on experience to date,

spent fuel can be moved safely in NRC-certified casks."

"Demonstration of Consolidation - The consolidation of spent

fuel needs to be adequately demonstrated to assure that this

operation can be performed on the production-scale

contemplated for the MRS. To date, a few spent fuel

assemblies have been taken apart and the rods consolidated,

and a significant number of fuel assemblies have been

reconstituted (i.e., the rods have beezi removed and replaced

within assemblies). In this sense, the consolidation

process is feasible. You have indicated in the Design

Verification Plan (Appendix C to the Program Plan) your

intent to test and demonstrate disassembly/consolidation

equipment, principally at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory."

"Safeguards - The NRC staff's analysis of the NMS safeguards

provisions at the conceptual design stage indicates that all

NRC safeguards requirements can be met."

The Department sees nothing in the additional information or

staff report detailing its evaluation to indicate that the MRS

could not be built in a safe, environmentally 5ound and timely

manner.

10
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The EPA concurred "... that spent fuel and high-level wastes

(HLW) can be safely and economically stored in dry storage

facilities without significant degradation of the stored

materials or risks to the public and the environment...." EPA

also stated that "The EA and supporting documentation is adequate

in explaining the need and advantages of the MRS as an integral

part of the total nuclear waste management system."

Based on their review of the environmental assessment and

the accompanying technical documentation, EPA concurred with

DOE's recommendation to construct an MRS facility as an important

element of the nuclear waste system. EPA further concluded that

MRS construction could be accomplished within acceptable

regulatory and environmental standards. This determination,

however, is subject to EPA review and commeit bn the

Environmental Impact Statement required for construction and

licensing (and the subsequent applicable environmental

permitting), which will be prepared under the National

Environmental Policy Act if an MRS is approved by Congress.

STATE OF TENNESSEE COMMENTS

A few of former Governor Alexander's comments are also worth

noting on the point of safety:

" 'MRS, is a REPACKAGING PLANT -- The government has given

the plant a ridiculous name (Monitored Retrievable Storage

Facility) that confuses almost everyone, an4 nuclear power

opponents have given it an undeserved reputation that scares

almost everyone."

"THE REPACKING PLANT CAN BE OPERATED SAFELY -- That, of

course, depends upon the U.S. Government's competence as a

11
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manager and regulator. But it is the same material being used

everyday to make electricity. It will be carried in containers

that have never broken, even when test-crashed at 100 miles per

hour. The fuel cannot explode and cannot be made into a bomb.

More than ninety percent of it will be carried by train, not on

highways. The task force of citizens and experts from Oak Ridge

and Roane County also conclude that it can be designed and

operated safety."

THE CLINCH RIVER SITE

In the proposal to Congress, DOE identified the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor site, owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority, as

the preferred site. It has several particularly desirable

features including: 1) Federal ownership and control by DOE; 2)

particularly good transportation access (five miles to the

nearest interstate highway and direct rail accqss); 3) site

characteristics and current data judged by the NRC in 1983 as

sufficient for granting a limited work authdriiation for the now

cancelled breeder reactori and 4) a technical community in the

vicinity of the site which can provide experienced nuclear

facility support functions.

Building the MRS on a technically acceptable site is of

prime importance. Because NRC has already determined the Clinch

River Breeder Reactor site to be acceptable for a nuclear power

reactor, DOE believes there is very high confidence that NRC

would find the site acceptable for the MRS, although there are

many alternative sites for an MRS. Rather than dwelling on

the many good technical merits of the Clinch liver site, I would

12
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like to address further the non-technical but nonetheless

important merits of the Oak Ridge - Roane County community as

host for the MRS.

The Oak Ridge - Roane County community is perhaps a unique

community in that it has a significant amount of background and

experience in (1) working with DOE, (2) understanding and working

with nuclear facilities, and (3) having a citizenship which is

willing to volunteer its time and effort to work on issues of

importance to the local community to ensure that its interests

are protected.

The Clinch River MRS Task Force, which'was a volunteer

citizen group, did remarkable work in assessing the safety of the

MRS and in developing conditions and suggested mitigation

approaches which would make the MRS acceptable to the Oak Ridge -

Roane County community. A measure of the success of this Task

Force is the fact that both the Oak Ridge City Council and the

Roane County Commission voted unanimously to accept the Task

Force results, and would accept the MRS if dOE and the Congress

met the conditions developed by the Task Force.

An analysis of the work of this citizen" task force is

contained in a paper prepared by E. Peelle of the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory for the Waste Management '87 conference. I

have attached that paper to my testimony (Attachment E) for

your information. I believe that it describes fairly a working

relationship which could serve as a model for the waste program

to use in all of our State, Tribal and local government

relationships.

13
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COST OF THE MRS

The expenditures for the MRS program from the time of

Congressional approval until the facility becomes operational are

estimated at approximately $907 million, of which approximately

$710 million would be for construction. The annual operating

costs for the facility, which would employ about 600, would be

approximately $73 million, not including financial assistance and

tax-equivalence payments. The estimates are higher for the

initial years of operation, when up to 1600 sealed storage casks

must be fabricated, and lower in later years, when the MRS

facility stops receiving spent fuel and is only shipping spent

fuel in canisters to the repository. Decomiissioning would cost

approximately $83 million. These add up to a total development,

construction, operation and decommissioningcost of about $3

billion.

The net incremental cost to the total System with an MRS is

about $1.5 billion because of savings incurred at the repository

and in the transportation system. The costs borne by the utility

rate payers would be offset by savings in at-reactor storage

cost; these costs would be avoided because an MRS facility would

allow DOE to accept spent fuel at an earlier time. Under certain

circumstances, it is possible that the additiqn of an MRS

facility could result in a cost saving to thp overall system.

For example, an MRS facility consistent with the draft Mission

Plan Amendment is estimated to eliminate the'neead for additional

storage capability at more than 15 reactor sites and could offset

approximately 10,000 metric tons of at-reactdr storage. This

would result in a savings of as much as $1 billion at the reactor
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sites. The financial costs of adding an MRS facility are small

in comparison with the benefits.

It is estimated that it will take 10 years from the time of

Congressional approval to completion of construction of an MRS.

Table 1 provides a timeline of the major milestones and program

elements involved in the MRS deployment schedule.

Should Congress authorize an MRS facility, we are committed

to seeking within 60 days to enter into a formal Consultation and

Cooperation Agreement with the host State.

The FY 1988 funding estimate of $58 million for the MRS

program assumes Congressional approval to proceed with activities

that are critical to the deployment of an MRS facility.

COMPARING SYSTEMS WITH AND WITHOUT AN MRS

In considering whether to approve an MRS, it is reasonable

to ask what it buys relative to a system without anMRS. I would

like to address this question relative to seyeral of the MRS

benefits described in our proposal.

System Development:

One benefit that we consider to be particularly important,

is how the MRS can contribute to the development of the entire

waste management system. Inclusion of an MRS, in the waste

management system provides a stepwise approach to moving from the

current state of experience to full scale operation of a disposal

system including a repository. Those who emphasize a static

comparison of already deployed MRS and no-MRs systpms tend to

overlook the importance of proceeding with an MRS as a step to a

repository.

15
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C> At-Reactor Storage and Consolidation:

Without an MRS facility, up to 13,500 metric tons of new

temporary storage capacity would be needed at about 45 reactors

by the yea- 2003, when the repository would start operating. New

temporary storage capacity will have to be provided at some

reactor sites in any event, but to a far smaller degree with an

MRS facility added to the system. The necessary incremental

storage can be provided at the MRS facility more efficiently and

at less cost, mainly because a single facility specifically

designed and licensed for that purpose would be used instead of

many separately designed and licensed independent installations.

The MRS facility could allow DOE to begin receiving waste

for disposal in 1998, and the waste-acceptance rates of the

waste-management system would start exceeding reactor-discharge

rates 8 years earlier than would otherwise be possible.

Without an MRS, utilities will have to add significantly

more new storage'capacity. They are capable of doing this

through such means as metal storage casks, concrete storage

modules and rod consolidation. DOE has worked very hard to

develop and demonstrate these technologies to help utilities "get

by" until the Federal system begins operating to accept waste.

Through cooperative programs with utilities, two dry storage

facilities have been licensed by KRC.

Some have suggested, however, that because utilities can add

storage capacity and can consolidate fuel, an MRS is not needed.

The ability of utilities to add storage capacity is not an issue,

K> and the MRS is not proposed with the primary objective of
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reducing the utility storage burden. Rath'er, reducing that

burden is a very significant, but secondary, benefit associated

with early implementation of the Federal disposal system that is

permitted by the MRS and that makes the MRS all the more

attractive.

on the consolidation question, I wishto point out that the

results of consolidation at reactor sites and consolidation at an

MRS are not comparable. This is shown in Attachment F. In order

to create more storage capacity, some utilities are considering

consolidating two assemblies into one square canister that will

fit back into the original storage rack.

In contrast, rods from as many as twelve PWR or thirty BWR

assemblies could be consolidated in round canisters at the MRS or

the repository. The canisters would be sealed, free of surface

contamination and specifically designed for the repository

disposal package. Thus, consolidation and packaging operations

at reactor sites should not be compared to those same operations

at an MRS (or the repository). In addition, the packaging

functions at the MRS facility (or the repository), in contrast to

reactor storage basins, would be designed, built, licensed and

operated specifically for this purpose -- optimizing the

consolidation and packaging operation by minimizing the handling

and movement of the spent fuel. Considering that several

hundreds of thousands of assemblies will be Consolidated and

packaged, the DOg believes it is important that it be done with

equipment and facilities dedicated to that objective, as opposed

to it being an adjunct operation at over 100 different reactor

sites not currently licensed for such a production operation.

17



The NWPA finds that "a national problem has been created by

the accumulation of spent fuel from nuclear reactors" and that

the "Federal Government has the responsibility to provide for the

permanent disposal". Adding additional operator burdens and

complexity at the reactor sites would be inconsistent with these

findings which serve as a basis for the NWPA.

Foreign experience further reinforces the Department's

belief that the further burdening of existing reactor activities

is not warranted. For example, both West Germany and Sweden are

minimizing the role of the operating reactors in spent fuel

management and disposal, in order to allow the reactors to

concentrate their efforts on the safe and efficient operation of

the reactor facility.

Transportation:

Some improvements in the transportation system should be

pursued -- with or without an MRS. ror example, increasing cask

capacities can reduce the number of shipments; this is being

pursued independent of the MRS decision. In reasing the number

of reactors that can ship by rail can also yield improvements;

this is also is being pursued independent of the MRS.

Other suggested improvements include using reactor sites to

marshal multi-cask shipments, performing inter-modal (truck to

rail) transfers, use of multi-cask shipments for truck and rail,

use of extra large casks (both truck and rail), and use of truck

convoying techniques. The conditions under which these

techniques are feasible, or even desirable, however, are highly

uncertain.
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In any event, their only effect on the MRS proposal is to

K> potentiallv lessen, but not eliminate, some of the trans-

portation system benefits offered by the MRS. Further, they

would not help achieve early, route-specific planning efforts

that can begin as soon as an MRMS site is selected. These include

detailed planning with States, Tribes and utilities on such

matters as route designation, pre-notification, emergency

response, and equipment procurements.

Without an MRS, there are considerable limits as to what

can be achieved until a repository site is selected (in 1994,

according to the draft Mission Plan Amendment). This illustrates

further how an MRS can help resolve issues and make progress

earlier, thereby contributing to overall system development.

Cost of an MRS

DOE has projected the MRS would add $1.5 billion,

approximately 5%, to the costs for the Nuclear Waste Fund portion

of the total waste system costs. The $1.5 billion will be offset

somewhat by savings in at-reactor storage costs (which are

separate from the Nuclear Waste Fund) resulting in utility

savings of up to $1 billion. Even without those savings,

however, we maintain that what you buy for this 5% is well worth

the costs and that in the long run, the MRS may very well result

in substantial cost savings that we just aren't able to quantify

today.

INTERACTIONS WITH TENNESSEE

In April 1985, when DOE announced the identification of

three candidate sites for study for the MRS proposal, DOE

K> notified the Governor by telephone and letter.
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At the time of the announcement, the Department published a

draft Need & Feasibility Analysis for public comment and

requested that the public provide any available environmental

information regarding the candidate sites. A number of comment

letters were received and responded to by the Department.

To support State participation in the MRS program activities

and review of the proposal before Congress, a grant of $1.4

million was provided to the State of Tennessee in July 1985. The

State in turn made monies available to the relevant local

governments.

Copies of the designs and cost estimates were made available

to the State as they were completed. The need and feasibility,

and environmental analyses were developed in conjunction with

review and comment from the State of Tennessee and the relevant

local governments.

In response to a request from Tennesse9 officials, a

preliminary version of the NRS environmental Assessment was

provided to Tennessee State and local officials, NRC, and EPA in

November 1985. Feedback was received and accommodated into the

three volume review copy of the proposal and supporting documents

published in December 1985. The December 1985 review copy was

used for the official review of EPA and NRC as required under the

Act. The Department also requested, in recognition of their .pa

concerns as the potential host state, that Tennessee review the

documents.

Department officials have participated in 97 workshops,

briefings and public meetings concerning or pouching on the MRS

program from April 1985 to March 1987. Twenty of these were with

20



State officials. Fifteen meetings were with local government

offioial. Three were travel briefings to acquaint State and

local officials with similar government facilities in Idaho,

Nevada, and New Mexico. The remainder of the meetings were held

by various groups interested in the MRS.

The Clinch River MRS Task Force, a group chartered by the

City of Oak Ridge and by Roane County, provided a detailed report

to the Department in October 1985. This report and letters

received from the State provided specific suggestions for

improvements in documents organization, preparation, and local

conditions for facility acceptability.

Many of the concerns expressed by the State and local

governments are reflected in the final documents. For example,

in direct response to State and local concerns, DOE incorporated

the following into the MRS proposal: a 15,000 MTU limit on the

amount of spent fuel to be stored at the MRS; that the repository

receive a construction license prior to operation of the MRS;

incorporation of the need and feasibility analysis into the

environmental assessment; a request that Corqgress authorize

mitigation payments for the MRS from start of construction, and,

tax equivalency payments starting with operation of the facility.

/ 2
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CONCLUSION

I urge the Congress to authorize the MRS so that we can

proceed with the development of the Nation's integrated waste

disposal system in the most effective manner possible.

This concludes my remarks. I would be happy to.&ddress any

questions you may have.
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tHE IS USK FORCE: ECONOMIC AND NON-ECONOMIC

INCENTIVES FOR LOCAL PUBLIC ACCEPTAhCE OF A

PROPOSED IMEAR WlSTE PACKAGING AND STORAqE FACILITY

t. Pneele
Oak Ridg National Laboratory*

Oak RidRo, Tennesso 37631

ABSTRACT

A Joint Oak Ridge-Roane County citizen task forc (TF) evaluated the Department of Energy's (DOM) proposal to
site a Nonitored Retrievable Storage facility In Tennessee In terms of environmental. transportation and socio-
economic Impacts. The case study examines how the TF used mltigatiOn, coepensution, and incentives (economic and
aon-econcmic) to address the problem of distrust of DOE and to change the Net local impact balance from gative
to positive. Intensive group interaction during their investigations and development of trust within tl rF led
to consensus decisions on safety and conditionl acceptance. WOE accepted mOst of the TF conditions after Inform-
al gcotiations. The siting process was stopped by extensive state-Wide ooposition resulting in legal challenge
by the state and vetoes by the governor and state legislature.

INTOOUCTION A OVERYIPI

The ionovativ Institutional arrangements and pos.
sibilities for state and local benefits permitted in
tht ucleair Vaste Policy Act of 1982 (M A) have never
been fully implemented. This paper cents one etsm-
plt of an effort to site a high leve. n ste facility
which opened sm ground to public acceptance through
citizen evaluation and mechanisms to deal with unac-
etptable impactse. e describe a case study of a local
siting process Including negotiation between a poten-
tial host area and thDe epartment of Energy (DOE) over
a propos d Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility
ti the Roane County portion of Oa Ridge, Tennessee in
1915-19S6.

The study focuses Upon the int n ITS process by
which a local tsk force (TV) made the decision about
safety, evaluated imacts upon the city and county, and
specified conditions eeded to change the rat benefit
balance fro negative to positive. Unprecedented posi-
tive relationships with the local DOE office permitted
productive (though uncoplsetedj segotiations over the
conditions which the TV felt ware necessary for local
acceptance. The effects of participation upon the 1V
as well as the DOE response to 0he TF proposals for
conditional acceptance of the MS are exmisned.

But local acceptance does not a siting ate; wide-
spread public and political opposition to the proposed
s1ting developed RVickly Il the rest of thV state,
leading to eventual rejection of the MS proposal by.
the gOvernor and legislature of Tnnessee prior to sub-
aision of the WS proposal to congress. Th favorable
local climate contrasted w1ti negative reactions to ;he
MS and the TF report outside the local area. This is
a brief version of a longer study and concentrate upon
findings and conclusions. For more details and analy-
sis, se the full case study (1). Other perspectives
on the MS siting and its significance include King
(2), and Signon (3).

The effort to site the MRS Is, of course, relateh
to the Intense national RIMt situation with permanent
geological repositories. Vigorous efforts by half the
states eatk to avoid selection, as DOE attempts to ful-
fill XWPA mandates and site one or to high level nu-
clear waste repositories. The MS episode Is incom-
plete, balted by maneuverifg o ver the OE postponement
of second round repository siting efforts. Arguments
over the eed for the MS and whether It is a disguised
substitute for a repository continue unabated.

As proposed by the OE In early 1985, a ftnitoreC
Retrievable Storage facility would be an integral part

uperazed by Martin 1arietta Energy Systems, Inc., under Contract number DE-ACOS-J4QR21400 with the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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of the national radioactive waste management and dis.
posel system. An MRS would rece1iv nrepackage, consol.
*date and teoporarily store Sp*nt fuel from civilian
reactors prior to shipment to a permanent repository,
introducing desired flexibility into the waste nAnage.
ment system 4).

OVERYIEW OF UASX FORCE ACTIVITIES

Te MRS Task force was a citizen evaluation rouP
Jontly appointed ty the City of Oak Ridge and oane
County in Tennessee. Nembers Included local political
and caounity leaders and both technical (including
thre technical *insiders with specific rod waste and
transportation expertise) and non-technical citizens.
F nded for Sl00.000 by DOE through the State of Tennes.
seen the task force (TF) organized Itself Into three
study groups-.environmental transportation, and socio-
econo1ic-and undertook an Intensive three-month evalu-
ation of the proposed MRS and Its impacts upon the
local area. Restricting Itself to local concerns and
Impacts, the TF did not consider the question of ned
for the MES (5) which was roundly debated everywhere
else in the state. The tast force concluded that as

another untaxable federal project, an MS would have
unacceptable Impacts, but that these eight be made ac-
ceptable If DOE and Congress would agree to numerous
conditions designed to mitigate Impacts nd compensate
and reward the are for the role of host. The TF re-
port was unanimously adopted by both local g ernments
and aggressively cosunicated to political leoders at
the state nd national level.

Important character1stics of the TF process In-
cluded open me*tings with minutes widely distributed to
any who requested. thtense discussion and questioning
by both the technical and non-technical members loft
few questions unasked and were the key to the consensus
achieved by the TF. They focused first upon the safety
and then the accaptability of MS operational and
transportation Impacts upon the social and economic
structures of the city and county. Their strategy was
to develop conditions under which an MS would be
acceptable, by mitigating and compnsating all negative
impacts until the benefit balance was positive. ex
was open, responsive and interactive, which led to
continulng Informal negotiation between DOE and the
TFr

SAFETY Or4SENSUS IIELOPED FRON GROUP PROCESS

The task forcs viewed safety as a mon-negotiable
precondition to any Other arrangements or are nents on
the MS. Two of the VF~subgroups were given responsi-
bility for making the Jud gent on safety (environmental
and transportation groups) while the third (soc100cono

m1c) dealt with possible socioeconomic impacts and the
conditions that would mitigate or compensate such im-
Pacts. The open nd intensive questioning by all
m*orns And Investigations undertaken by the TV strong.
ly influenced group thinking and devetopment of a group
consensus. Trips by IF to DOE labs and host areas were
highly influential in the decision that the MS tech.
nology could be operated safely. TV concerns thus were
focused toward Institutional uncertainties and manage-
mont inflexibility which might affect safe operation
of the ERS oer Its Teetie. The TF wanted guarantees
of DE and government accountability over the long

Mul. They developed saveral independent safety-
related conditions involving local input and control.
The rouP Process thus Changed the Initial skepticism
or oposition of Some eabers by raising questions in a
no-holds-barrd manner, by aggressively Seeking
Information, formulating questions and evaluating
answrs, and dealing with concerns Itn cn Open manner,
Interaction and the development of trust between

technica and n-tech1na1 memers (roughly half
each)was particularly Important in enabling
non-technia1 members to make the decision on safety.
Aetuarial 'assssaents of risk or quantativ1 risk
assessmnt thus played a minimal roloe i the final
consensus about safety.

DEALING WITN DISTRUST OF DOE AND GOVEROIE'TS

One of the TVs mjor concerns was how to deal
wit'l distrust of DoE, viand as a principal major IN-
Pediment to Acceptance of the proposed facility. Since
media revelations about extensive past pollution of the
DOE reservation and DOE's past record of Indifference
to local toncerns were prt of the local context, the
IF Sought to build local trst through performance re-
quirements upon DOE. This Included tying the ES
schedule to cleanup of the DOE reservation. Since the
long-tem reliabilit amd Interest of other federal and
state agencies was 10so in doubt, the TF devise vari-
ous local control measurts to usure that those most
concerned with the continuing viability of MRS arrange-
ments would be directly responsible for them. These
uarantes and safeguards Included the citizen over-
sight board with citizen input to performance standards
for the facility and power to shut down the facility If
these were violated. In its report (6), the TF also
asked Congress to specify how DOE would comply with TF
recoinendations.

The TF also asked for DOE assistance to help
change adversi public perceptions of Oak Ridge as an
'environmental disaster" caused by negative publicity
about OME's past record. This Included funds for
public 1iformation about the MS' true role (not a
nuclear dump)i OM's progress In reservation cleanup,
and the nature of other DOE activities In Oak Ridge.

TASK FORCE CONDITIONS FOR RS SITING

The numerpus conditions placed upon MS acceptance
by the task force. ntal ed both economic and non-
economic conditifcs, Including all the standard socio-
economic mitigations mentioned by the NWA Wut going
well beyond these (6). Host of the TFVs attention was
focused upon dn-stUndard impacts of long term manage-
ment and accountability. Economic mitigations and cowm-
pensations Includad tax equivalency of the facility as
if it were privately owned from tine of authorization
(not just construction), property value insurance for
hmeorners living close to the site. railway and hign-
way upgrading, replacoment of the CRSR (RS) site by an
equivaltnt Industrial site and Compensation for loss
oa Industrial diversification possibilities, mong
others. Equallf Important to the TF were the non-
economic conditlons such as additional 4 --dent
safety raquiroent; local control iss as a
citizen oversight board and local anv moni.
toring, assurances that the MS would .me a de-
facto permanent repository in the event * iIays 1n
licensing A geological underground repository, and
measures to rebull trust In the performance and trust-
worthiness of DOE. These and other ajor incentives
and compensations are listed in Table I In the next
Section along wiuh the DOM response to the TF condi.
tions.

DOE IITERACTIONS WITH TASK FORCE
AND RESPONSE TO TF REPORT

Task force enrs expressed surprise over WOE's
responsiveness to It questions and Interests, since
this was unlike past local dealings with DOE. Sut DOE
ofitc1als early and repeatedly Said they would agres to
tax equivalency paments and deal constructively with
Tr concerns. TF members retained a certain stepticism.

.
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lwever, waiting to set now lasting the DOE attitude
change would be and how verbal coinitsmnts would be
translated Into guaranteed arrangements. Extensive
fersonal Contact and active discussion between the mW
local MRS offIce VAd TV momberS developed iato an in.
formal negotiation proces. Th MS manager forth-
righttly dscussed SOE's grobles and limitations In
responding to i Ideas and rWsts. In teractive
ait infernal fashion, the V proposal as well as1 DOE
responses ware shaped. Thus, there were so suprises
In the V recomendations aVd Cooditions.

The acid test would be POE's formal response to
t V report. in the TV's vew. A draft of this pto-
posal wu reviewed by the IT before formal submission
to Congress. It revealed DOE'sacceptince in som form
of most of the major conditions of tie Tf (7). Signi-
ficant differences between the two involved the coWos-
Ition and p er of the citizen review board, property
value insurance and a 11iage of DOE reservation clean
up schedules with fRS construction schedules. Signifi-
cant agreements included tax equivalency payments be
11ming with authorization of the MRS, the transporta-
t10n mitigations. limiting MS storage capacity, and
precluding acceptance 'f any waste by the MS prior to
WRC construction authorization for the first reposi-
tory. Many DOE proposals, however, require state
agreement for full 1iplementation. This moncernd
local leader who do not share WC's assiption that
Vital local condtOS will be adequately fulfilled'
through a consultation and cooperatibn (CIC agreeent
between the state Nd Dol. A comparison of V condt-
tions and DOE responses Is show 1n Table 1.

This Iterative negotiation process cased In Jan-
uary, 1986, when legal action by the state of Tennessee
enjoined DOE from presenting the ORS proposal to Con-
gress until the adequacy of GM's siting process Is re-
viand.

FINDINS

Effect of Participation Upon Tast force nembers

The effect of the Intensive participation and
study upon mebers included changing the opinions of a
significant fraction of TV members, developing a se
pride about their participation and achievements, and
achieving consensus hot only about safety but also
about the conditions of acceptability of the proposed
MS facility. The TV developed its ow identity, as-

Ing life of its o indeendent of Its creators.
InitJ1J opmiions of those Interviewed (13 of 31) about
the sfty and feasibitity of the MS fell Into roughly
equal froups of opponents (4), proponnts (4) and step-
tics or decided (4). o the ed, all voted to ap-
prove th report nd Said their concerns about safety
had ben resolved. Six months later, one Initial op-
pont uld now vote 'no, because of recurring doubts
about OE's ability to fulfill Its cmitmennts

Oceratieo of the Task Force

A citizen task force can be a.succossful mechanism
for lay pele to "eluate Information and reach locll
consensus on safety and acceptability of a complex pro-
posed facility. It is an alternative to the increasing
but unsatisfactory reliance upon advocacy science.
* A c1titen'task force Is expensive in time, resources
and sill&s requirements. It requires citizen comit-
ment, Intensive In teracton, and staff support.

veloper (DOE) nds were critical to task force
operation. Though T members wr all volunteers, they
could not hIave completed this demanding operation with-
out In-depth staff and administrative support and
travel funds.

* The intensive nature of TV operations was vital to
the outcome. A more relaxed operation might not Rave
developed the consensus and gop identity needed.

Relations with SOE

* The informal negotiation process throughout the life
of the TV led to the development of mny conditions ac-
ceptable to both sides.
* The task force and the city negotiated the nature of
the lV relationship with DOE as well as the Specific
conditions.
* Task force conditions aimed at changing the institu.
tional relationship between OE and local governments.
* A basic problem Inhibiting completion of Regota-
tions Is already apparent: MOE's inability to conmit
future congresses or other parts of COE. or to execute
direct contracts with local governments.

Siting Process

* Standard socioeconomic impact analysis was irerle-
vant to the major concerns of the IF which weor mostly
mon-standard assessment issues such as long term man-
agment and accountability.
* Legitimacy of a local task force can be enhanced by
inclusion of interest group representatives, balanced
composition between technical aUnon-technical mem-
bers, restraint In us of tecnical insiders, restrict-
Ing advance ro or con statements by loca1 authorities
or others, and avoiding use of the V In a promotional
role.
* Making the decision on safety requires a minimum
level of trust to permit agreement on uable Informa.
tion nd thus to enable negotiation.
* Transferabie components of this experience may In.
Cludi the TV's condition strategy, the extra safety
measured, some of the process components and the han.
dling of distrust of DOE. ntique aspects and resources
of the Oak Ridge area which may limit transferability
re a generally supportive local climate familiarity

with larva fedttal nuclear projects, avalability of
in-house technical resources and expertise, and TV self
confijdenca I Its Ow conclusions and In dealing with
tOm.

Iobles Shown hi State Rejection of the MS

* RS siting effort did not meet the criterion that
all stakeholders must see Some benefit (I).

* DOE used different siting strategies for the state
and for the locpl area. For site location at the state
level, it wes the old decde-announcedfend (9) ap.
proach. for impacts at the local level, they used
negotiation.

* ntonal end state interest groups did not partici-
pate In any joint evaluation and negotiation process as
did Oak Ridge and loans County.
* Mo local task force, no mtter hw tompetemt or
thorough, can tpak for other interests.

* Iftnsiders iproved TF legitimacy with DOE at the
expns of lgitIMacy with the State and region which
assuted that tEl 1r was dominated by DOE views.

Th WSand the lucIear a st. Policy Act

* IIre attenti h mast be given to local control and
power sharing If loca acceptance of N-waste facilities
Is to be achieved.'
* Local acceptance Is but one part of a complox set of
rrangemnts in a successful siting.

* The WA nees revision to allow local negotiation
and -DOE contracts. Negotiation by the
Itti oR thalf _Wiocal interests is tconvincing to
local lIeade s.

*After the state rejected the baene County oite, an
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TABL I

COMPARISON Of URS TASX FORCE CONDITIONS
ANo DEPARTMET OF ENEYCT RESPONSE^';

Task forcu Conditions
'tx equivalency pe rnts beginning with
.athorlzatioB of Pk5.

Local Ceitien oversightlroview heard with power
to stop accepting waste if pre-a;reed standards
Are pot met.

CSC oreements betwetn DOE and local governmnts
In mu authorizing egislatiod.
Property valve Insurance for nearby residents.
Mtigato econmic dove loGent Impacts
ments, contractor proiit, loct o re ot

rIvt sector sact t1esand training programs
educationa l st tutions.

Local rocurement rement.

Oivtrsification of local industrial bass.

Location of ncillary DOE and MRS support
support ctivities ia Oak Ridge.

Replace loss of Cut iadustrtal site.
Public education progrem on MS facility,
insting DOE programs, and DOE cleanup.

Highway 1iprovments.

Emergency response training and fundilo.

Cold Star, transportation inspections.
Oth~e transoo1 susot
*cthods, Maltiarnoe tr nis pluort t10n, ~poods ,
preferred routes.
Linkage of DOE cleanup schedule for Oak Ridge
reservation with MRS construction schedule.

Complete decontamination and decomeissioning of siti
for unrestricted use at nd of life;
Preventing a permannt MRS: Only 300 T. accepted
"efort' repository licensed.
u:1t stor ge ca cit: to 15,000 T.
oerdue n t~r p nl

Limit storage to lOO 1rT before 'utshipments begiA.
LOw level Vaste shipped out of state.

Tauria impacts.

Esthetic appearance of RS,
visitor centerat facility,

OE Response

Accepted. Binding conditions In CUC agreement
on valuation foroulas, mediation board. for
disputes.

State-levl Steering Cittee (two local and
seven other state, eublIc Industry and DOE
roersentatives). Powers limited to review and
SuggItIan. Chair awed by DOE In consultation

5Iy SttateoCE consultation and cooperation
l |)9greents discussed.

lot proposed. w

tigation t nts
RlaIted actvties in privato sector.
Contractor proxtr to b selection factor.

innng program &rough stt and local eduCe-
t&Ina lastitut1ins.
isting fderal procurent proisions.

Will take appeopriate actions to neourage
diveri t Ictl on.

Place civilian radwaste transportation system
management and now transportation operations and
research c"str at Oa Idge.

If land becme excess to 0OE eeds.
Mitigation Peyments (MRS only).
Amer can Museum of Science and Energy exhibits
and Informatioh (IWS only).

To be addrssed In CUC agremnt. DOE to work
with state dnd local representatives to identify.
other improvements soeedd.

Assistance to state for adeuste capability,
equipment and trainng. DOE tovort ith state
to develop griming atandards, Will ensure
comprehensive training program.

Fundino for c rehensive state inspections of
spent fuel shipments arriving ang leaving.
other ssaes to be addressed in cI agreement
and In natifa6de consultation.

lb ooitment made. Explanation of status
plans of trrent joint cleanup task force (DOE.

S State). DOE comitted to cleanup as ston
s na g sod agreint on techniques

Acepted.

no mate tccttd until RC construction license
orrpstorjr.

ccepted
Rot endonod.Ibt entione.

Low level va1eshipped off site.

1Itilation pants.
Adapted.

Accepted.
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adjactbt CuAVty UPPeSsed Interest In 1aving the MS
with all the TF conditions pls Its own COnditions.
this development provides gnexptcted validation of the
TV success In changing the set local benefit balance
from Negative to positive.
* The MRS experience ~hows we are closer to a viable
sitiag process for controversial facilities, t not
there get.
* Local mcklar waste S:t1 ceptance is doubtful
anywhere except In existing nuclear host areas or areas
heeding the economic beneftSU.

CO' LUSIONS

the citizen task force process and the conditions
required by the MR TV art a landark In the muclear
waste siting effort. They provide a new nfoor to the
debate and the arrsngeents likely to te required by
host ntities Ir the future. The tV provided a real
world test of the value of coptensation and Incentive
mechanisms In crafting a package of arrangements ac-
ceptable to a particular public (10,11, 12). The MRS
siting effort also revealed l$1ts to DOE's power to
conclude satisfactory negotiation with local govern-
ments.

Much more attention must be devoted to local con-
trol and power sharing issues. If Oak Ridge and Roane
County, an area long familiar with nuclear IU activi-
tites end their manage nt, set such conditions to over-
csme distrust, w111 any ether locale be satisfied with
loss?

Out, the MRS chapter raises more questions than It
answers. Acceptance was achieved only In the local
area, hile intense opposition arose elsewhere let he
state and region. thy did negotiaUtion pot occur be-
tween DOE and the tUtate Old DOE try hard enough to
megotiate with state authorities? ff did OE dot No-
gotiate the hRS site location a It did local site ac-
ceptance? And how should DO have structnred its in-
teraction with state and regional groups?

ti the matter of public trust and distrust, how do
we get on the road to a!b, as happened In loane Coun-
ty and Oak Ridge. aftr ohn on the polarized ms-no
track followed by the state and the cther Tennessee
site.
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